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Above: Dr. Bernhard H. Hillila, VU Professor
Emeritus of Education, shown reading his dedicatory poem at the formal acceptance of the outdoor
sculpture, Kaikoo XV, April 12. Also shown are the
sculptor, Betty Gold, and the . Acting Chairman of
the VU Art Museum Council, Dr. William Olmsted.
Cover: Betty Gold, Kaikoo XV, 1987, painted welded
steel plate, 11' x 6W x 7'. University Collection,
Valparaiso University Museum of Art. Gift of Mr.
and Mrs. David Chatkin; installed on the MoellerRHWB
ing Library terrace. 87.1
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IN LUCE TUA
Comment on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor

The Right to Talk Dirty?
Americans are understandably sensitive where their
rights are concerned, but they sometimes display an
appalling lack of discrimination in defining what those
rights are.
The latest case in point concerns the reaction to the
decision by the Federal Communications Commission
to crack down on "shock" or "raunch" radio. It seems
that a new breed of disc jockeys and talk-show hosts
has been expanding the boundaries of on-air discussion beyond the limits traditionally decreed as acceptable to community standards. It used to be that limits
to permissible conversation were set only by the "seven
dirty words" that the FCC insisted could not publicly
be uttered. (The comedian George Carlin made a
small and essentially sophomoric career out of lampooning that decision.) But a contemporary generation
of dirty-talk radio personalities has found such inventive ways of assaulting middle-class sensibilities without
violating the old rules that the FCC has felt it necessary to come up with new guidelines.
In its drive against "indecent programming," the
FCC has now outlawed "language or material that depicts or describes, in terms patently offensive as measured by contemporary cqmmunity standards for the
broadcast medium, sexual or excretory activities or organs." Enter-in outrage-the ACLU and all those
other first-amendment absolutists whose admirable
concern for civil liberties gets in the way of their making necessary distinctions.
Opponents of the FCC rule, including some who
concede that limits need to be set, argue that the new
definition is excessively broad and vague. They fail to
note that it is in fact the very same definition set out
by the Supreme Court in 1978 (which is why the FCC
adopted it). It is difficult to see how the definition of
pornographic speech can be made exactly precise. One
suspects, given the obvious difficulties involved, that
those insisting on absolute specificity are engaged in
an exercise in bad faith. Who, for example, seriously
believes, as some commentators have pretended, that
the new guidelines would prevent honest discussion of
the AIDS problem and of attempts to deal with it?
More serious is the confusion concerning what constitutional free speech is all about. The first amendment guarantee of freedom of speech and of the press
had to do originally with political freedom. The
amendment's drafters never for a moment considered
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it a protection for pornographic utterance; it is only in
relatively recent times that its guarantees have been
partially extended to non-political speech. We need
the first amendment because without it democracy
fails. We trivialize it-and threaten its very existencewhen we act as if its preservation depended on its extension to cover any conceivable expression of moral
vulgarity.
There is, in any case, no absolute guarantee of free
speech. Even political speech loses its protection when
it crosses the line into direct incitement of violent behavior. The correct question remains today what it has
always been: not whether there will be censorship, but
where the censorial line will be drawn. Those who
lived without significant protest concerning the seven
dirty words implicitly acknowledged that point; the
question of extension of that line is one of prudence,
not principle.
Some critics of the FCC action speak of the "irony"
of an Administration presumably committed to the extension of freedom recommending restrictions on
freedom. Why, they wonder, should a government so
committed to deregulation in the economic sphere desire to extend its purview in moral matters? Such a
view makes sense only if one holds to the proposition
that capitalism is not just an economic system but a
way of life. But there is no necessary contradiction between belief in a free market system on the one hand
and commitment to bonds of moral community on the
other. Indeed, it is only libertarian madness that decrees that the model of the (relatively) free economic

actor should be the controlling ideal of all social activity.
Liberal democracy always treads the fine line between individual and community. It is inevitably
rooted in individual rights, and yet, if it is not to degenerate into anarchy or moral chaos, it has to maintain a vision of communal consensus. We begin with
individual freedoms, and we must never lose sight of
them, but we must neither ever suppose that they
exercise an absolute veto over what we would be as a
people together. We must not give way to those who
insist that the right of individual moral degradation,
publicly expressed, is a necessary price of democracy.
Is there a presumption of free speech in moral matters? Of course there is. But, contrary to those who
read the Constitution the way fundamentalists read
the Bible, that is the beginning of our civic discussion,
not its end.
~~
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Robert W. Bertram, Paul G. Bretscher, Albert G. Huegli,
0. P. Kretzmann, Edward H. Schroeder, John Strietelmeier

C. F. W. WALTHER ON lAW AND GOSPEL
Toward a Revival of Lutheran Hermeneutics

(Editor's Note: This month marks the lOOth anniversary of
the death of C. F. W. Walther, first President of the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod and one of the giants of
American Lutheranism. To commemorate the centennial, the
Cresset is pleased to reprint the following essay, which first
appeared in these pages in March, 1962, under the title,
"The Orthodox Teacher and the Word of God." We do so in
the deep conviction that Walther and his theological emphases
still have much to offer us, perhaps especially at this critical
turning-point in American Lutheran history.)

one of them began with: "The Word of God" ...
In these bewildered days all of us are concerned
about the state of the Church. Following Luther and
Walther we at Valparaiso University feel that the state
of the Church is to a very high degree dependent on
the proper distinction between Law and Gospel. This
is the heart of our problem. Those who find it elsewhere no longer share t.h e concern of our fathers.

PREFACE

Valparaiso University feel that the
state of the Church is to a very
high degree dependent on the proper
distinction between Law and Gospel.

There is nothing more exciting in the world than
the disinterment of a document which has been lost in
the dust of history and now suddenly reappears, a
voice from the past, to speak to a new age with curious
relevance and power. This some of us at Valparaiso
University discovered several years ago when we began
to look again at the famous theses and lectures of
C. F. W. Walther on "Gesetz und Evangelium."
One reason for our interest in this voice from a
quiet classroom in St. Louis almost a century ago was
the fact that the first scholarly work to emanate from
our newly acquired University in 1927 was a translation of these theses and commentaries by the sainted
Dr. W. H. T. Dau, the first Lutheran president of the
institution. We are his successors and we want to stand
where he stood. Beyond this personal reason, however, there was the dawning realization that in these
theses there was something which the Lutheran
Church had seemingly forgotten and certainly underemphasized. In the place of the Scriptural truth contained in them much of Lutheranism had succumbed
to a completely alien fundamentalism, a shallow
moralism, and a painful parroting of old words and
phrases which had never passed through the purging
fires of hard study of the Word of God. There was
still power, we felt, in the old ways and the old paths
of the classic Lutheranism which rang through
Walther's theses. It is no accident that the last twenty4

With Luther and Walther, we at

The proper distinction between the Law and the
Gospel is in Walther's own words our "second most
important doctrine." Justification by faith comes first,
but it is never vitally understood unless we use the
sharpening and clarifying principle of Law and Gospel
in our interpretation of Calvary. We must always begin
and end with the Gospel, and the Gospel begins and
ends with the Cross. This is the magnificent "Einmaligkeit" of the Christian faith. The doors of Heaven have
handles only on the inside. The distinction between
Law and Gospel is the Lutheran description of the way
in which these doors are opened and closed. By the
proper distinction between the Law and the Gospel
the centrality of justification by faith is maintained. As
we have seen again in recent years, any other emphasis leads only to bitter controversy and tragic confusion.
To use another picture: If we compare doctrine to
a wheel in which all of the doctrines are spokes radiating from the central doctrine of justification, then the
distinction between Law and Gospel may be described
as the rim which holds each spoke in place and keeps
it oriented to the center.
The Cresset

Our studies have persuaded us again that here we
are standing in an unbroken Lutheran line which extends back from Dau and Walther to the orthodox
theologians of the preceding centuries and the Confessors of our days of early glory. For example, Walther
quotes Gerhard: "The distinction between the Law
and the Gospel must be maintained at every point. Remember this well--at every point. There is no doctrine
which does not immediately require us to properly divide Law and Gospel." There is much evidence that
Walther's burning concern for orthodoxy has survived,
especially in the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod.
There is much less evidence that his definition of orthodoxy remains the standard by which orthodoxy is
evaluated. The very fact that it is quite fashionable to
discuss theological problems of all kinds without any
reference to the doctrine of justification-the love of
God in Jesus Christ-indicates that we have come a far
way from the Friday evenings in St. Louis in 1880.
And so it has become possible for brethren to separate
in the dark atmosphere of misunderstanding, confusion, and error. Still gathered around the Cross, they
turn away from it and from one another because our
own darkness at noon has hidden the lifting and lighting glory of Jesus Christ.
With the publication of these theses and the commentaries written by various members of the University we hope to make our own small contribution to
the sesquicentennial of Walther's birth. It is our hope,
too, that the study of these great principles will persuade many of our brethren to look again to the rock
from which we were hewn. Here there is no slanderous controversy and no reviling of brethren but only
the green, peaceful pastures of the Word. To be sure,
these theses contain a polemical principle, but the
weapon they give us is fashioned by the majesty and
mercy of God and not by human opinion and subscriptural theories. Clinging to these truths the Church
will never be broken by the humanness of the Church
Militant; and as a truly charismatic Church will become once more, in the words of St. Augustine, "a
heavenly city which has truth for its king, love for its
law, and eternity for its measure."
0. P. Kretzmann

THESIS I
The doctrinal content of the entire Holy Scripture,
both Old and New Testaments, consists of two radically
different teachings, the Law and the Gospel.
The problem, says Walther, is this: The Bible, more
than any other book, seems full of contradictions. It
seems to contradict itself not merely at the edges but
May, 1987

at its center: How can we be saved? For instance, the
Bible reveals the King who mercifully "forgave you all
that debt." Yet the same King withdraws His forgiveness because "you do not forgive your brother from
your heart." Does the King forgive freely or only conditionally? On the one hand, "God who is rich in
mercy loved us even when we were dead in trespasses." On the other hand, "blessed are the merciful for
they shall obtain mercy." Which is it? Merely to answer, both passages are biblical and therefore true,
only tightens the tension. To solve the riddle we must
remember that Scripture contains two radically different doctrines, Law and Gospel.
What distinguishes Scripture as Law from Scripture
as Gospel? Is one human and the other divine? No,
they are both the Word of the living God. Is this the
difference: The Gospel is necessary, the Law may be
dispensed with in a pinch? No, both are indispensable
to each other. Without the Law the Gospel is unintelligible, without the Gospel the Law is unconstructive.
Perhaps Law is the Old Testament, Gospel is the New?
No, both Law and Gospel are in both Testaments.
Then what differentiates them must be their different
goals: Law is for condemnation, Gospel is for salvation. No, that is not the difference either. True, the
Law condemns and does not save. But its condemnation should prepare men for the Gospel, for salvation.
Still, the Bible as Law differs radically from the
Bible as Gospel. The Bible itself reflects their differences. For one thing, see how differently the Scripture
says Law and Gospel are revealed. The revealed Law
(say the Decalogue) people find familiar. It sounds like
something they have heard before, at work in their
own hearts, "their conflicting thoughts accusing or
perhaps excusing them." Not so with the Gospel. This
is "the mystery which was kept secret for long ages but
is now disclosed."
Or see how Scripture distinguishes the demands of
the Law from the gifts of the Gospel ("Thou shalt love
the Lord thy God"-"God so loved the world that He
gave ... "); the conditional promises of the Law from
the unconditional promises of the Gospel ("Do this
and you shall live"-"By grace you are saved"); the
threats of the Law from the comfort of the Gospel
("Cursed is he who confirms not all the words of the
Law to do them"-"Come unto Me and I will give you
rest"); the death of the Law from the life of the Gospel ("When the commandment came, sin revived""created in Christ Jesus unto good works"); the candidates for the Law from the candidates for the Gospel
("The Law is not laid down for the just but for the sinners"-"He has sent Me to preach the Gospel to the
poor, ... the heart-broken, ... the captives, .... the
blind, ... the bruised.")
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THESIS II
No one is an orthodox teacher simply because he presents all the articles of faith according to Scriptures.
An orthodox teacher must also properly distinguish the
Law from the Gospel.
Orthodoxy means correct doctrine. For Lutherans
there is ultimately only one doctrine, justification by
faith for Christ's sake through the Gospel. To keep
this doctrine distinctive is the life's work of the orthodox teacher. Therefore the truly orthodox teacher
must distinguish the Law from the Gospel in order to
keep this one doctrine distinct as he goes about his
business of teaching all the articles of faith according
to Scripture.
Accepting verbal inspiration says nothing, in itself,
about the orthodoxy of a teacher. Pharisaic Judaism
and Roman Catholicism assent as fully to the verbal inspiration of the Scriptures as does any Fundamentalist,
but neither has been orthodox in its proclamation of
the one doctrine of Christ which alone comforts sinners.
The orthodox teacher, therefore, subjects even so
familiar a proposition as this, that everything in Scripture is an article of faith and must be believed, to the
test of the principle set forth in this thesis. Scripture
clearly states that "the soul that sinnetlt, it shall die."
It states just as clearly: "He that liveth and believeth
in me shall never die." To apply the same rubric"teachings found in inspired Scripture"-to both of
these statements is to become guilty of what Walther
calls con-fusion, a fusing together of diverse elements
which ought to be kept distinct. The Gospel of Jesus
Christ, a message wholly unique in itself, can not be
fused together with any other word of God (the Law)
or any word of man. It is not merely one of the many
truths that the Scriptures teach. It is not even one of
two equally important Scriptural truths. It is "the
power of God unto salvation" and, as such, must be
kept distinct and unalloyed.

THESIS Ill
Properly distinguishing the Law and the Gospel is
the highest and most difficult art of Christians in general and of theologians in particular. It is taught only
by the Holy Spirit in the school of experience.
Coming immediately after Walther's definition of an
orthodox teacher, this thesis warns us that orthodoxy
is a goal toward which Christian pastors and teachers
strive, rather than an achievement upon which they
rest. It is the result of a long lifetime of work and
study and suffering, not a thing which any confirmand
or seminarian may get easily and cheaply at confirma-
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tion or at graduation from a seminary or even from
the laying on of hands at ordination.
Until a man has experienced in his own heart the
full judgment and condemnation of the Law and the
healing power of the Gospel, he has not "spiritually
discerned" the Scriptures. And as he wrestles in agony
with the Scriptures, he will welcome all the assistance
and illumination he can get both from traditional formulations of their teachings and from all studies which
add to his capacity to understand, experience, and
proclaim the Word of God.
For the pastor or teacher, the decision as to whether
a particular statement in Scripture is Law or Gospel
meets its ultimate test in the use to which the Holy
Spirit puts it in His dealings with men. If it drives men
to despair, it is Law. If it conveys the forgiveness of
sins, it is Gospel. But it does neither of these in the
abstract. Neither Law nor Gospel can be preached effectively unless one knows to whom he is speaking and
what it is they need to hear. The ability to distinguish
between surface appearances and the real needs of
men's hearts comes only with experience in dealing
with real people who have real problems. In the process of developing this ability every Christian, especially the pastor or the teacher, will make mistakes.
He is entitled to expect that, when his brethren over. take him in an error, they will properly distinguish between Law and Gospel in their dealings with him.

THESIS IV
The true knowledge of the distinction between the
Law and the Gospel is not only a glorious light, affording the correct understanding of the entire Holy Scriptures, but without this knowledge Scripture is and remains a sealed book.
Walther perceived a danger confronting the church
in his time. "May God who has kindled this light for
us also preserve it," he said. "I am iliinking particularly of you when I say this. We, who are old, will soon
be in our graves. The light began to shine once more
in our time. See to it that it does not go out again."
The "glorious light" in Walther's thesis is very necessary for any understanding of the Holy Scripture.
Technical and philosophical discussions of "inerrancy,"
"truth," and "contradictions" can generate far more
heat than light. Apart from the context of Law and
Gospel, we cannot even rightly know what Scripture
says about itself.
Scripture must be read for what it is-God's stern
message of Law and God's comforting assurance of
His love in Jesus Christ our Savior. Not all of Scripture is Law, for that would deprive it of the joy and
hope for which we prize it. Not all of Scripture is GosThe Cresset

pel, for that would reduce its impact upon complacent
hearts which, ignoring God's Law, would treat the
good news of God's love with contempt. Neither is the
Gospel of Scripture to be made into a club like the
Law, nor the Law to be made into a new grace or way
of salvation. Confusing the two would surely result in
undermining the effect which Scripture must have on
the hearers of the Word. In such confusion, even
when Scripture is carefully read, it remains a closed
book. Its message cannot be understood.
The Bible must be accepted for what God intends it
to be-His errorless Word. It is written in men's language with men's grammar by human penmen. The
ultimate Author is God. Some Biblical statements are
hard for finite minds to grasp. But the truths of God's
Law and Gospel are clearly stated. The clear passages
must be permitted the role of interpreter for all of
Scripture.
Both Law and Gospel are found in the Old Testament and in the New Testament. Law and Gospel may
sometimes even be found in the same passage. But the
great purpose of all of Scripture is to bring men to the
knowledge and appreciation of God's love for them in
Christ. Thus Scripture becomes "profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in
righteousness, that the man of God may be perfect
"

Catholics, and some Lutherans do," for this readily becomes salvation by works. So far so good. But what is
the alternative? If we now suggest the need for a
"faith that works by love," if we assert that genuine
love eliminates the superficiality of the formal and becomes concretely helpful to the brother-have we then
preached the Gospel?
The fact is that love or even faith, so demanded as
the prerequisite for the truly Christian work, is only
more Law, and like all Law its net effect is wholly condemnatory. Lutheran preaching is alert to this. It can
exploit the condemning reality of man's incapacity to
love. But it always returns to the Gospel, to the transforming dynamic, the new life, the dignity and joy of
free sonship which is ours by baptism in the name of
Jesus for the forgiveness of our sins. To make this
continually alive and relevant is both the agony and
the joy of the preacher.
Anything less than this is mere moralizing. It reduces the Gospel to a teaching about good works. It
obscures the full condemnation of the Law. However
true and strong the accent on love and its effects may
be in itself, it leaves the net impression that Jesus'
achievement was to revitalize the Law with the motivating force of love, and that His own perfect demonstration of this summons us to this kind of obedience. Thus Christianity becomes a form of humanism,
and Christ is robbed of His honor as Savior.

THESIS V
THESIS VI
The first method of confusing Law and Gospel is the
most easily recognized and the grossest. It is the method
of the Papists, the Socinians, and the Rationalists.
Christ is made over into a new Moses or Lawgiver and
the Gospel becomes a teaching about good works. At the
same time those who proclaim the Gospel of the free
grace of God in Jesus Christ are condemned and
anathematized, as the Papists, for example, do.
So close does this proposition lie to the core of the
Reformation controversy concerning the Gospel, that
no pastor in our church will fall overtly into this kind
of error. Yet the temptations to distortion are sufficiently seductive that a constant wrestling with the
Word and self-judgment on our own preaching are
called for.
Our willingness at times to inject the term,
"Romanizing tendency," into the arena of liturgical
controversy suggests that we may be losing sight of
what the concern of the confessions for "Romanizing"
really is, namely, the misunderstanding of the Law as
Gospel, or of the Gospel as Law.
Suppose, for instance, that we feel called upon to
urge our people not to externalize their religion and
obedience into a mere formalism "as the Pharisees,
May, 1987

The Word of God is not properly divided: 2) when
the Law is not preached in its full sternness and the
Gospel is not preached in its full comfort but, on the
contrary, Gospel elements are mixed with the Law and
Law elements are mixed with the Gospel.
The theory of this thesis is easily stated. Its practical
application is considerably more difficult. Walther
himself rejected the topographical division of the sermon into one part Law and one part Gospel. He recognized that a single sermon could contain both Law
and Gospel. In spite of all his clear theory, however,
Walther's own sermons frequently divide Law and
Gospel topographically or even contain no Gospel at
all. And Walther's practice has at this point at least
found as many followers as his theologically more
sophisticated theory. It is only a step from this topographical method to the equation of Law preaching
with hell-fire and damnation preaching. And Walther's
own comments on the preaching of Law have paved
the way for that equation in a way that Walther consciously rejected.
The purpose of the preaching of the Law is not to
make people think that they are worse than they really
7

are. It is not even to make them feel bad. The preaching of the Law prepares the hearer for the Gospel by
showing him his need. Law preaching at its best shows
a man to himself as he really is. The Law does not
create a new situation in the life of the hearer; rather
it reveals the existing situation. One of the most effective barriers to the proclamation of the Gospel is the
hearer's pride in what he is and does. This may be
pride in his good works; it may also be pride in his
contrition and godly sorrow. As the Law exposes this
pride its function may be compared not only to medical diagnosis but also to the surgical knife. It leaves
neither proud self-confidence nor masochistic selfabasement untouched. At its best the preaching of the
Law touches each of us at the point where our own
ignorance and distrust of God are the basis of our
existence. The Law's revelation of the false center of
our existence results in anxiety and terrors of conscience, both in the unregenerate and in the Christian
man.
The evangelical preacher can and must touch on the
sore spot of sin which lies within each of us in order
to give us a new kind of existence at precisely that
point through the comfort of the Gospel. He can dare
to expose the most basic anxieties and to allow all the
terrors of conscience to become conscious because he
has a Gospel which overcomes each and all of them by
creating a new existence in his hearer through the forgiveness of sins.
There are two dangers here. One is that the preacher does not speak the Law directly to the hearer where
he is. The preacher may even evade the Law because
he is afraid to deal with the sins that are actually
troubling the hearer. The other is that he finds it
easier and more popular to really "give 'em hell" about
sins which are obviously not problems in his congregation. In the latter case he may even succeed in inducing a vicarious satisfaction in this participation in the
condemnation of sin. He cannot, in either case, work
that repentance in which faith comes into existence.
Whichever road is chosen, the real tragedy is that
the full comfort of the Gospel is not preached to
people in their sinfulness. The preaching of the Gospel is meaningless to the unrepentant and the preaching of the Law has no value in and for itself but only
as preparation for the proclamation of the Gospel.
The preacher whose insights into the sinfulness of his
hearers are shallow cannot possibly show deeper msight in his proclamation of their forgiveness.

THESIS VII
The Word of God is not properly divided: 3) when
the Gospel is preached before the Law; when sanctifica-
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tion is preached before justification; when faith is
preached before repentance; when good works are
preached before grace.

The distinctiveness of the Gospel depends on its
placement in the actual presentation. Numerous recent
catechetical instruction materials, when weighed by
this thesis, are found wanting. In some of them the
Ten Commandments are presented with "positive"
meaning-a model of minimum moral instruction.
When this is done, and the Commandments are still
left at the beginning of the catechism, the catechumen
is being taught sanctification before justification, good
works before grace, Gospel before Law.
Other catechetical manuals apparently circumvent
this danger by putting the Decalogue last in the sequence as a teaching of the fruits of faith. Baptism or
the Creed then frequently moves into first place. But
this falls under Walther's strictures against faith before
repentance.
Walther, like Luther, has theological reasons for his
conviction that the Decalogue must come first and remain Law. Since neither the Decalogue nor Luther's
explanations of it mention Christ, they can hardly be
Gospel. For the catechete who has forgotten why the
Decalogue must come first and come as Law this constitutes a temptation to "improve" on this chief part by
making it "more evangelical." But actually this only dilutes the Decalogue and, worse yet, diminishes the extent of sinfulness which the genuine Gospel can forgive. To inject or to discover something "positive" in
the Law is to remove some of the positive comfort of
the Gospel, to diminish and detract from the merit
and benefits of Christ.
The fact that catechumens are spiritual children
does not mean that the Decalogue must be handled
with kid-gloves for them. We know no alternative for
leading children (and adults) to repentance except the
one way Christ led all to repentance, i.e., by radical
confrontation with the one central commandment in
each part of the Decalogue, to wit, "You ought to fear
and love and trust God 100 per cent, but you don't."
By deadening the Decalogue, we weaken the Gospel.
While we may say that we are giving spiritual milk to
infants, it may actually be chalk-water and ultimately
deadly. For before very long the catechumen discovers
that God's Law gets at him anyhow and exposes his
worry, unbelief, personal hatreds, even his hatred of
God. When forced to face up to the severity of the
Law as it actually does its condemning work on him,
he despairs, for the Gospel he has learned to believe
is not big enough to take care of this severe accuser.
The hallmark of the maturing Christian is his ability
to face up to the full severity of the Law because the
greater good news of the Gospel is that, when a man
The Cresset

is in Christ, even this great accuser cannot ultimately
get at him.

THESIS VIII
The Word of God is not properly divided: 4) when
the Law is preached to those who are already in terror
on account of their sins or the Gospel to those who live
securely in their sins.
Does this mean that every Christian must be a clinical psychiatrist? How can the untrained person distinguish between a genuine conviction of sin and a guilt
complex? How can anyone look into another man's
heart and determine whether he is a true child of God
or a hypocrite?
"The Lord knoweth them that are His"-and we do
not. And yet we must, in our preaching and teaching,
proceed from some assumption about the spiritual
health of those with whom we deal. We ought, therefore, to be grateful for any tool, any method, that enables us to base our diagnosis of a man's condition on
something more substantial than mere hunches. We
should eagerly appropriate to our Lord's service whatever insights secular science may offer us into the
complexities of man's mind and behavior.
The Law is intended to serve as a schoolmaster to
bring men to Christ, as dynamite to blast the hardened
sinner out of his security. But appearances are often
deceptive. Apparent hostility to Christ and to the Gospel may be the mask of a terrified heart, while a pious
"front" may conceal the heart of a Pharisee. Following
the example of his Lord, the evangelical pastor or
teacher must know when to speak forgiveness to publicans and harlots and to denounce the sins of scribes
and Pharisees.
We must, of course, reject any notion that the
strong medicine of the Word is intended merely to
produce well-adjusted personalities or to create peace
of mind in sinners who are not at peace with God
through our Lord Jesus Christ. But above all we must
remember that the medicine of the Word is strongstrong enough to kill if it is improperly prescribed.

THESIS IX
The Word of God is not properly divided: 5) when
sinners who have been struck down and terrified by the
Law are directed, not to the Word and the Sacraments,
but to their own prayers and wrestlings with God in
order that they may win their way into a state of grace;
in other words, when they are told to keep on praying
and struggling until they feel that God has received
them into grace.
In Walther's opinion, this thesis was one of the most
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important in the entire series. Here we must examine
our concepts of "faith." Do we know what "faith"
means, and how it is called forth?
Lutherans and Reformed are in outward agreement
on the doctrine of justification. They point to Christ
as the Savior of all mankind. But Lutheran and Reformed differ in their attitude toward the means of
grace. To the Lutherans, saving faith is wrought by
. the means of grace-the preaching of the Gospel and
the administering of the Sacraments of Holy Baptism
and the Lord's Supper. Their effectiveness does not
depend upon human efforts at all. Many of the Reformed sects teach differently. They would have the
sinners who truly confront their sin writhe in agony
and utter sighs until they think they have experienced
forgiveness. As soon as we direct people's attention to
their own feelings and away from what God is doing
for them through the means of grace, we are confusing Law and Gospel.

As soon as we direct people's
attention to their own feelings and
away from what God is doing for them
through the means of Grace, we are
confusing Law and Gospel.
Walther felt that this error was common to the Reformed of his day. That is one reason he devoted five
lectures to this one thesis. But our own times have
seen the perpetuation of the error. Apparent agreement between Lutherans and others on certain doctrines like justification or inspiration of Scriptures provides a simple excuse for overlooking fundamental differences. Those who teach that the way to salvation is
self-abasement and self-conscious breast-beating are
misguided guides. Those who encourage sinners stricken by the Law to purge themselves until they feel
clean again in God's presence are placing the assurance of salvation on the precarious basis of emotions.
The truly Lutheran approach is quite different. Its
emphasis is not on human resources which fail, but on
divine resources which fail not. It points the stricken
sinner not to the Judas-rope of spiritual suicide, but to
the gracious love of God extended in Word and Sacraments.
Walther associates the error condemned by this
thesis with a low opinion of the means of grace. He
would not allow any depreciation of the significance of
the Sacraments in favor of the Word. Those who
rightly understand the distinction between Law and
Gospel also understand the proper use or abuse of the
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means of grace.

THESIS X
The Word of God is not properly divided: 6) when
the preacher describes faith as though the mere acceptance of certain truths, even while a person is living
in mortal sins, makes a man righteous before God and
saves him; nor is the Word of God properly divided
when the preacher describes faith as justifying and saving because it produces love and renewal of life.
The caution conveyed in this thesis is the more
necessary in any era, like our own, in which the
church wrestles for the preservation and continued affirmation of its orthodoxy. There is the danger that in
the very hardening of battle lines orthodoxy becomes
self-conscious, fearful for its own survival, and that it
seeks security in subjecting itself to forms and definitions rather than in judging and· creating them.
Anxiety for orthodoxy to the point of sterility is expressed in the confession of a pastor, "Every time I
write a sermon I pray to God to preserve me from
preaching false doctrine." To the extent that this kind
of negative self-consciousness dominates sermonizing,
one may well wonder whether "faith" has not been reduced already to the "mere acceptance of certain
truths," and whether this kind of "faith" is legitimately
urged as the key to the unity of the church.
Let us attempt a distinction. We ought not confuse
our proclamation of Christ with the expounding of the
body of doctrine. Faith is born when Christ is so proclaimed that hearts let go every delusive hope, seize
Him, find in Him all good, and turn to Him for refuge in all distress. The body of doctrine comes afterward. It is the product of faith, not vice-versa. This
faith alone can produce and preserve both unity and
orthodoxy. It alone is qualified to formulate its confession and to declare it to today's world in the face of
today's enemy.
"Faith" as the acceptance of the body of doctrine or
the conviction of orthodoxy is powerless. When we
think and speak thus of faith, we readily fall prey to
the danger Walther cites in the second part of the
thesis. In the face of the failure of such "faith" to bear
fruit, we find ourselves urging upon our people what
a living faith ought to be and do-as though by the
warning against unfruitfulness a living and fruitful
(therefore a true saving) faith can be created.

THESIS XI
The Word of God is not properly divided: 7) when
we offer the comfort of the Gospel only to those who are
contrite out of love for God and not to those who are
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contrite out of fear of God's wrath and punishment.
This thesis, despite its resistance to English translation, is still up to date. People still make the mistake
of saying, as a Lutheran, theologically-trained psychotherapist recently did: "A Christian is sorry for his sin,
never because he fears God's anger, but only because
he regrets disappointing the God he loves." Presumably, if some poor Christian should fret over God's
wrath, the therapist assumes (as other Lutherans do
who have forgotten their theology) that there is no
such thing as divine wrath against sin.
But suppose the poor penitent does let his sin terrify him, what then? Well, then, the therapist concludes that obviously there must be something else
wrong with the man, something else than sin. Sin, supposedly, is not that terrifying. What the man needs, it
is said, is not the Gospel (that would be talking past
his "real needs") but psychotherapy. The Gospel is
thus reserved only for those with a special brand of
sorrow, those who are sorry they have let God down
and have hurt His feelings. But to worry about the divine wrath would be, as the jargon goes, immature
and unworthy of a well-adjusted personality.
"Unworthy!" Roman Catholic theology, Walther recalls, would say that too: The penitent who repents
out of mere fear is not yet worthy to be forgiven. His
sorrow is not yet rarefied enough to merit the priest's
absolution. Instead of absolving the man, says Walther,
the priest would probably advise him, "Why don't you
go to a surgeon and have your blood let? Perhaps
when you are rid of your sluggish blood you will feel
better."
But Roman theology was not the only offender.
Walther was at least as angered by the pietists. They
too expected, as a precondition of the Gospel, a sorrow which was spiritually refined and reasonable. Craven fear, especially for one's own neck, was still too
crassly self-centered to meet their standard of genuine
contrition. Today pietism only sounds more clinical:
The client who is frightened by his resentment of God
suffers from an "illusion" and needs first to come to
terms with "reality." (Luther, by this standard, becomes a theological embarrassment, and so do David
and Peter and Paul.)
The fallacy here, whether papistic or pietistic, is
again the confusion of Gospel with Law. According to
this fallacy, to deserve the Gospel a penitent is first expected to have that kind of love for God which, really,
he cannot possibly have unless the Gospel is spoken to
him first. Thus Christ, the Friend of sinners, is reserved only for very apologetic, very mannerly sinners
-a rare species, in any case.
Imagine, says Walther, how the pietists would have
to rewrite the case-histories in Scripture. For example,
The Cresset

Peter on Pentecost. He flatl y accused his hearers of
murdering the Messiah, and "when they heard this
they were cut to the heart." They reasoned , "If we
have done that we are doomed ." They did not say,
"Oh, we feel so sorry for having grieved our faithful
God." Nor does the Apostle say, "My dear folks, we
must first investigate the quality of your contrition,
whether it stems from love of God or fear of hell."
No, he accepts their repentance by baptizing them "in
the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of sins."

THESIS XII
The Word of God is not properly divided: 8) when
contrition is placed on a level with faith as the cause
of the forgiveness of sins.
The distinctiveness of the Gospel suffers in American Christianity because of this in our day. Although,
as Walther says, it is unlikely that a Lutheran preacher
would ever consciously acknowledge this perversion, it
frequently happens that preachers who claim to be
true Lutherans mingle Law and Gospel by the way in
which they describe contrition. Either they say too
much or they say too little about contrition.
The notion of contrition and repentance common in
the piety of our people (and therefore in our preaching?) is that contrition is "feeling sorry for my sins."
And for the man who cannot find this feeling in himself, who does not feel sorry, there is no forgiveness.
Ironically enough, this notion of contrition as a
psychological state is basically the medieval scholastic
notion which drove young Martin Luther to despair.
His 95 Theses, the manifesto of the Reformation,
criticize this arch-Roman tendency as enmity against
the Gospel. These theses point the sinner away from
his feelings of remorse or lack of the same to the true
treasure of the church, God's Gospel.
Walther reminds his hearers that there are no emotional or psychological criteria for contrition. The
minimum that a man must do in contrition is acknowledge that God's condemnation of sinners is indeed
true of him. This may be accompanied by certain feelings, but need not be. In fact, Walther maintains from
personal experience that a man can have contrition
without being aware of it.
When contrition is perverted, the Gospel is also debilitated. Frequently it is even completely circumvented with such expressions as: "If you feel sorry for
your sins, God will forgive you." This sounds as
though there were a necessary connection between my
feeling sorry and God's having to forgive me-as
though my contrition triggered the whole process and
compelled the forgiveness .
If this were true, then the Gospel of Christ's sufferMay, 1987

ing and death for me is only a part of the story. It is
no accident that the Scriptures never say: Feel sorry
for your sins, and God will forgive you . Rather they
say: Repent and believe the Gospel; Believe on the
Lord Jesus Christ and you will be saved.
God forgives sinners for Christ's sake, not for contrition's sake. That's the Gospel's truth.

THESIS XIII
The Word of God is not properly divided: 9) when
the preacher appeals for faith as though a person could
make himself believe or at least cooperate in coming to
faith instead of preaching faith into a person's heart by
proclaiming the promises of the Gospel.
It is no comfort to the despairing sinner to be
hounded by exhortations to "believe the Bible" or to
"decide for Christ" when the whole nub of his problem is that he lacks the power either to believe or to
accept. Indeed, the logical alternatives of these appeals
demonstrate their inherent "lawishness." And the use
of such appeals merely generates deeper despair
which may finally take the form of a refusal to expose
one's self to the painful frustrations of this kind of
exhortation.
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The Gospel never commands; it only invites and
promises. The power to accept its invitations and
promises does not reside in the man who hears them,
but in the Holy Spirit. Truly evangelical preaching
concentrates, therefore, upon proclaiming Christ, certain that this word will not return void and that,
through it, the Lord will add to His Church those who
should be saved.
The man whose faith is grounded in some effort of
the will or in some response of his emotions can never
be free from the nagging fear that some weakening of
his will or some change in his emotions might rob him
of his faith. But the man who recognizes his faith as
the response of the Spirit bearing witness within him
to the promises of the Gospel has the certainty that,
whatever fluctuations there may be in his will or his
feelings, "He which hath begun a good work in him
will perform it until the day of Jesus Christ." Evangelical preaching at its best directs men away from concentration on their own faith to concentration on the
sure promises of God spoken to them in Baptism and
in the Gospel of the cross and resurrection of Jesus
Christ.

THESIS XIV
The Word of God is not properly divided: 10) when
faith is required as a condition of justification and salvation, as if a person were righteous in the sight of
God and saved, not only through faith, but also on account of his faith, for the sake of his faith, and in view
of his faith .
Faith is not an end but a means to an end. By itself
the act of believing has no intrinsic value. James said :
"The devils also believe, and they tremble." Mere believing that the weather is clear does not dispose of the
storms. But faith in the work of Christ is effective because it harnesses us to His power. It is the redemption of the Savior which saves us, not our strong faith
or our firm convictions. Faith is important as the hand
that receives the Bread of Life.
It is strange how men have distorted the place of
faith. Some would suggest that God waits to save us
until He sees whether we will offer Him the obedience
of our faith . Walther strenuously opposed that mistaken notion. He had to resist the false teaching that the
reason some are saved while others are lost is that God
knew from eternity which ones would believe. It was
as if the ability to believe made all the difference.
Here was surely a confusion of Law and Gospel.
Human ingenuity devises all manner of means to
provide human beings with some credit for their salvation. Even the simple invitation to "believe on the
Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved" becomes
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distorted into an injunction to "believe, and because of
your belief you will be more entitled to the grace of
God." It is hard for men to confront the fact that not
even the act of believing is to their credit in the balances of God. The truth is we do not want to concede
that we have nothing at all to do with our salvation.
Yet it is a free gift of God in Christ. That is the meaning of the Gospel. To permit ourselves the luxury of
so small a contribution as our readiness to believe waters the Gospel down with our fulfillment of a requirement. And a Gospel which is watered down with even
this little bit of Law is no Gospel as God would spell
it out. Neither does it provide the comfort we need.
Who could tell whether we then had enough or the
right kind of faith to save ourselves?
The glory of the Gospel is that we have nothing to
offer, while God has everything to offer. And He does
so freely when He justifies us for Christ's sake,
through faith.

THESIS XV
The Word of God is not properly divided: 11) when
the Gospel is turned into a preaching of repentance.
One of the most difficult tasks confronting
nineteenth-century Lutheranism was the resolution of
this dilemma: We are supposedly saved through faith
without the works of the Law. The Law, however, demands faith. Faith is, therefore, a work of the Law
and we are not, in fact, saved without the works of the
Law.
Some Lutherans attempted to resolve the problem
by denying that the Law demands faith. The Law demands works. The Gospel demands faith. This, however, resulted in a second problem. If faith is required
not by the Law but by the Gospel, the unfaith must be
condemned by the Gospel. Since un-faith is the basic
sin, it would follow that the Gospel both condemns unfaith and calls us to repentance. The Gospel had become a preaching of repentance. At this point it
seemed impossible to avoid the position of the antinomians who held that since unfaith was the basic sin,
the preaching of repentance was to begin with the
Gospel rather than with the Law.
The problem proved to be a most difficult one for
Walther's contemporaries. Walther, however, clearly
outlines the basic elements of its solution. He first establishes the fact that faith is not our work in response to the Law but rather God's gift to us through
the Gospel. He then points out that the man who does
not have this justifying faith has unfaith and that this
unfaith, like all sin, is condemned by the Law. The
first commandment reveals and condemns all unfaith
and distrust of God without offering any possibility of
The Cresset
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forgiveness or salvation from sin. The Law, therefore,
knows nothing of justifying faith. The Gospel offers
forgiveness but does not condemn the lack of faith in
that forgiveness.
It is impossible to maintain the distinction between
Law and Gospel if faith is understood as man's obedience to God rather than man's receiving the gracious
promises of the Gospel from God. The same difficulty
in maintaining the distinction between Law and Gospel
arises whenever the attempt is made to preach the
grace of God on the basis of the Commandments.

THESIS XVI
The Word of God is not properly divided: 12) when
the preacher tries to make people believe they are truly
converted as soon as they have ridded themselves of certain vices and engage in certain virtuous practices.
True, the future pastors to whom Walther addressed this thesis were not likely to preach moralism publicly. But moralism, nonetheless insidious, might easily
infect their private ministrations, especially their exercise of church discipline. Walther cites examples. A
drunkard, suspended from church membership, now
manages to stay on the wagon. A habitually profane
parishioner, admonished by the congregation, overcomes the habit. A delinquent communicant, pastorally
prodded, begins to reappear at the Sacrament. A
stingy congregation, pressured by a stewardship program, becomes generous. In the face of such conspicuous reform, the pastor is terribly tempted (and even
more, his people) to equate the new look with spiritual
rebirth. If he succumbs to this fallacy, he is a hireling
and not a shepherd.
But spiritual rebirth there must be, if the work of a
congregation is to count for anything-anything more,
that is, than rotten fruit from a rotten tree, a stench
in the nostrils of God. Still, to talk of rebirth nowadays
would sound like a platitude. By now our Lord's advice to Nicodemus to be born again seems a truism,
self-evident and hence irrelevant. Nicodemus' astonishment is even hard to imagine. It is a wonder he did
not yawn and say, "Of course I must be born again,
but what really counts is ... " What we suppose our
people need is a shot in the arm and not repentance,
certainly not daily repentance. What is repentance
good for? (The truth is, what is anything good for
without it?) Who has time to worry about the parish's
penitential life the way he worries, say, about its
stewardship life? (The truth is, what is an annual
pledge worth, or a debt retirement, without repentance?) Repentance? Why, there is not even a committee for that, also nothing in the budget. Does "Repent"
still mean what it once did: Change your mind , reMay, 1987

place yourself, go dead and come back alive? If not,
aren't we speaking mere words when we speak of
"church life"?
But where there is rebirth, by water and the Spirit,
where the old man drowns and dies daily and the new
man daily arises, there everything is alive and good,
not only church work and sober activity but also Christian leisure and play. Walther liked Luther's remark:
If Adam had retained his original innocence, he could
have spent his life doing anything he pleased, fishing
for trout, catching robins, planting trees. Walther
dares to add, to seminarians at that: Whatever a repentant, reborn man does is godly-"even when he
treats himself to a hearty meal, eats or sleeps."

THESIS XVII
The Word of God is not properly divided: 13) when
faith is so described-in its strength, in its conscious
presence, and in its fruitfulness-that it does not apply
to all believers at all times.
The Gospel loses its distinctiveness when a Christian
is described as anything more than a Christ-covered
forgiven sinner. The distinction between believer and
unbeliever is not the difference between saint and sinner, but between forgiven sinner and unforgiven sinner, between Christ-covered sinner and uncovered sinner. The uncovered sinner is only sinner. The believer
is sinner and saint. The description of any existing believer must acknowledge both aspects.
The believer's life is a struggle between his two
selves, and the victory of saint over sinner in him is
not complete in his lifetime. Any preaching which
leads him to think that this victory is or ought to be
complete drives either to despair or to pride, i.e., to
disbelieving the Gospel as God's true description of
him. "Forgive us our trespasses" is the constant prayer
of the believer, not the unbeliever.
Walther attacks the following false descriptions:
1. A Christian is free from all anxiety, doubt, and
unpleasant feelings.
2. A Christian has a gentle temper.
3. A Christian is as patient as Job.
4. A Christian never commits a gross sin.
5. A Christian does not fear death.
6. A Christian is always fervent in prayer.
These exaggerated views of a genuine Christian are
false and incorrect. Most Christians are excluded by
such criteria, even saints no less than St. Paul or Martin Luther. Most incriminating is the fact that these
descriptions exclude the Gospel-the Gospel which
says that the merits of Christ are big enough to make
and keep me a Christian in the face of my doubt and
despair, my irritable temper and impatience, my gross
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sins and fear of death, and even my lack of fervency
in prayer. The opposite qualities may be present in
any particular Christian's life, as signs of God's work in
him, but they are not necessary elements of the universal description that fits all believers at all times.

THESIS XVIII
The Word of God is not properly divided: 14) when
the description of the universal corruption of mankind
creates the impression that even true believers are still
under the control of ruling sins and are sinning purposely.
God speaks nothing but judgment upon those who
are not in Christ Jesus. But to those who are in Christ
J esus there is no condemnation. Therefore, even
though they daily sin much and, indeed, deserve nothing but punishment, it is equally true that it is not they
that sin, but sin which dwells in them. The Christian's
anguish is not, therefore, a kind of despair beneath
the wrath of a still-angry God, but a painful yearning
to be delivered from the fleshly body of death which

Southern Illinois Night
We waited for the stairs to soundheavy-already in sock feet,
his wet boots on a paper by the door,
my mother pulling the cold meat
from the ice box,
not talking to him,
not saying whatever it was she had thought
to say to him this time.
The wind hit the window hard;
it rattled and I turned,
turned in my bed as the leather strap
fell again and again . . . my brother crying
out beneath the blankets, my father
hidden in the darkness of the room,
the light behind him from downstairs
where my mother stopped,
the cold water jar held in her apron,
still not calling to usstanding still, her hands wrapping and unwrapping
in her apron.

J. T. Ledbetter
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prevents him from doing the good that he wants to do
and which compels him to do the evil that he does not
want to do.
Here is where Luther's insights into the Christian as
a man simul justus et peccator (at the same time just and
a sinner) becomes a valuable guide to the evangelical
preacher. The Christian as peccator is indeed a transgressor of the Law and must be told so. But this same
Christian-justus because God Himself has pronounced
him so--is free from both the power and the condemnation of sin. He is to be addressed as one who
shares God's hatred of sin, not as a willing servant of
sin.
Evangelical preaching does not attempt, therefore,
by enumerating sins to drive the believer to despair.
Its purpose, rather, is to warn the believer against the
power of the flesh which still wars against the spirit
within him, and to remind him of his need for those
means of grace through which the heavenly Father has
promised to renew his strength. So long as he continues to avail himself of these means of grace, it is to
be assumed that he is a fellow believer, however strong
the flesh may still appear to be within him. The judgment that he has become a heathen man and a publican is not properly based upon the nature of his transgressions but upon a contemptuous attitude toward
the means of grace.

THESIS XIX
The Word of God is not properly divided: 15) when
the preacher speaks of certain sins as if they were not
of a damnable, but of a venial nature.
During Walther's early ministry in America, the grip
of Puritanism had not been loosened. God's Law had
many supplements supplied by religious men. The
periodic revival movements frequently found their
most enthusiastic response when the terrible punishments of eternity were graphically described for all
sins great and small. The Romanists provided a convenient alternative for more easy-going Christians. They
divided sins into those that were damnable and those
that could somehow be worked out.
Now Walther was opposed to all who would teach
for doctrines the commandments of men. God's Law
was severe enough. But he also denounced every effort to minimize the ugliness of that which violated the
holy will of God. Where God's Law had been broken,
there could be no glossing over the offense. The
Apostle James said that "whoever offends in one
point, he is guilty of all." No human agency could relieve the burden by declaring some sins to be of no
real consequence. Every sin flouts the Law, and God's
justice cannot accept a human satisfaction for even a
The Cresset
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part of the wrong.
In our day the nature and consequence of sin have
lost their punch for most people. Sin assumes flagrant
forms so often, and the will of God is scorned so easily, that we become accustomed to wickedness. Evildoers get by man's laws, and seem to suffer no ill effects from breaking God's Law. It is no longer polite
to speak of the damnation that awaits sinners who fail
to repent. The whispy illusion is held that somehow
God will overlook human frailties.
But Walther's emphasis in this thesis is upon the fact
that divine Law is the Law of a just and holy god. To
make it less than that is to deceive ourselves. If we do
not keep it, we must face the awful consequences. By
recognizing the full significance of the Law in our
lives, we are more ready to understand and appreciate
the glorious blessing of the Gospel of Christ. Unless
Law and Gospel receive their due place in our thinking, our confusion can lead to our disaster.
The joy of the Gospel is that it covers every sin,
great and small. Thank God that we do not have to
reckon with "venial" or small errors which we must
balance with a certain amount of good behavior. We
have comfort in knowing that our Lord has paid the
full price.

THESIS XX
The Word of God is not properly divided: 16) when
fellowship with the visible orthodox church is required
as a condition of salvation, and salvation is denied to
every person who errs in any article of faith.
Walther's proposition is not satisfied if we merely
grant that people in heterodox churches also may be
saved. Any degree to which orthodoxy is interposed as
a condition must also be rejected.
This thesis expresses Walther's concern for distortions possible in connection with what we are accustomed to call "the true visible church." Catechism
question 184 defines it as "that denomination . . .
which has, teaches and confesses the entire doctrine of the
Word of God and administers the sacraments according
to Christ's institution."
On this point the times demand a lively and free
discussion in our church. To some this statement is a
joyful and unapologetic affirmation of the treasure of
our Lutheran heritage. To others, however, it appears
to inject an element alien to true Lutheranism.
What the Catechism seems to do, is to make the
purity and entirety of our doctrine the basis for an appeal to loyalty. This is a subtle shift, however. The call
at this point is not for loyalty to Christ, but to that denomination, namely our own, which conforms to the
definition. Thus an alien suggestion enters, offering a
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church with its purity of doctrine as an object of faith
and source of security, rather than Christ alone. What
is created, then, is a certain zealotry for one's own particular denomination.
How often men have said: "We are small, misunderstood, slandered, persecuted. But we possess the
highest treasure, the pure doctrine. We are the true
visible church. Since any deviation from the truth of
the Gospel imperils souls, we offer men their greatest
security." Is this the consequence of our doctrine? If
so, have we not turned men's eyes from the cross to
the church, from Christ to denominations, from the
Word of forgiveness to doctrinal systems free from
error? Does not this obscure the Gospel and rob Christ
of His honor?
The reply, of course, is that we have done nothing
of the kind. By the insistence on purity of doctrine we
exalt the cross of Christ as the only hope of sinners;
for any perversion of divine truth at any point is a
deadly dagger aimed at the heart of our faith.
But is not even this a distortion, an inversion? Does
the doctrine defend the Gospel, or the Gospel the doctrine? Rather than say "Let us keep the doctrine pure
in order to defend the Gospel," ought we not be
pleading, "Let us cling to the heart of the Gospel. Let
us magnify the merits of Christ and permit nothing to
detract from His glory. Let us constantly measure all
of doctrine from this core, for only so do we keep any
and all doctrine pure!"
Perhaps the consequences of an insistent emphasis
on this definition of the "true visible church" are more
devastating than we have ever imagined. Certainly this
problem merits our earnest and prayerful study.

THESIS XXI
The Word of God is not properly divided: 17) when we
teach that the Sacraments save merely through their superficial performance (ex opere operata).
Walter smarted under the attack from the "fanatics." Lutherans, it was said, like Roman Catholics, neglect conversion and rely on the merely superficial fact
that they are baptized and communed. What chagrined Walther was that the criticism (much as it misconstrued the Lutheran Confessions) unfortunately
had some basis in fact, among some off-beat Lutheran
theologians and among Lutheran communicants generally. Walther might have felt the same embarrassment today.
Then, as now, some "high church" Lutheran theologians differentiated themselves from the Calvinists by
thumping for a new sacramentalism which, alas, was
neither Lutheran nor authentically catholic. They repudiated their Lutheran heritage, which, with Augus15

tine, had located the power of the Sacraments in the
sacramental Word, the visible Verbum. They disliked saying that the Sacraments, like the Word, had the power
to forgive sins only through faith. They preferred to
say that Sacraments conferred benefits different from
those of the Word and without the Word's strict need
of faith. They claimed that persons once baptized were
unalterably members of Christ's Body and, in the
Lord's Supper, enjoyed His glorified life, independently of their faith or "unfaith" in His promises.
Thus the power of the Sacraments was not the Word,
and the effect of the Sacraments was not faith. This
is ex opere operatQ-an act effective simply by the doing
of it.
Ironically, Lutheran communicants-the very "low
church" ones, in fact, who may protest the foregoing
sacramentalism--come under the same condemnation.
Says Walther: "Many Lutherans determine by the calendar whether it is time for them to go to Communion again, because they imagine that going to Communion is a work which a Christian must perform and
which he cannot afford to neglect. Thus they approach the altar and eat and drink death and damnation to themselves .... It is a pity that many think and
say: I have been brought up to consider it my duty to
go to Communion. If I perform this duty, then I feel
sure of my salvation." This, too is ex opere operato.
For both kinds of "operators," the Wordless sacramentalists and the calendar communicants, Walther
has an evangelical corrective. To the former he says:
"It is an act of great kindness on the part of God,
knowing how slow we are to trust even after we have
become believers, to add external signs to His Word,
for . . . the gleaming star which beams from the Sacraments is His Word." And to the second group he
says: "The Lutheran Church regards the holy Sacraments as the most sacred, gracious, and precious treasure on earth. She knows well that God is not a mere
master of ceremonies, who decrees what minimum
rites we should observe for membership. . . . The
Christian Church is not a Masonic fraternity."

THESIS XXII
The Word of God is not properly divided: 18) when
a false distinction is made between spiritual awakening
and conversion; or when a person's not being able to
believe is interpreted as though he were not permitted
to believe.
The distinctiveness of the Gospel is sacrificed when
faith is psychologized. Both rationalism and papism
have ways, which any Lutheran can easily spot, of
keeping men away from Christ. But there is a more
refined way of accomplishing the same end. Walther
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labels it Pietism.
It is not the "touch not, taste not" variety of Pietism
that Walther has in mind here, but the Pietism that insists on putting a man through the mill before it will
let him come to Christ. It operates with the assumption that there are three kinds of people: converted
believers, unconverted unbelievers, and a middle category of "awakened" but basically unconverted people.
(This middle category consists of what many of us like
to call "dead wood.")
The New Testament will not allow this trichotomy.
It knows of only two categories. "If any man be in
Christ, he is a new creature"; "he that hath not the
Son of God hath not life." The New Testament knows
nothing of any imaginary "middle category" of men
who may be "awakened" by a preaching which requires some traumatic inner conflict before there may
be a "surrender to Christ." Such preaching is really
just another preaching of work-righteouness. It makes
"the struggle of coming to the faith" a prerequisite for
receiving the Gospel. This is putting the cart before
the horse. It is confusing Law and Gospel.
Faith does not bring me to the Gospel. Rather, the
Gospel summons me to faith. I do not break through
to the peace of the Gospel after I have experienced
some great inward conflict. Rather, after the Gospel
has broken through to me, it touches off a conflict between flesh and spirit within me. Conflict comes after
conversion and faith, not before.
The pastor is up against this kind of confusion when
a parishioner confesses that he doesn't "feel like a
Christian, doesn't feel forgiven," and therefore fears
that he has never really been forgiven and that God
doesn't want him to believe. If he happens to know
the word "predestination," he may confess that he
fears that he has not been predestined to salvation.
What about the man who suffers from this kind of
fear? The Pietists call him a "middle man," essentially
an unbeliever. Walther insists that he is a believer, that
he has faith, even though it is a weak faith. He would
comfort such a person with the reminder that the Gospel is not a matter of how I feel about God but a proclamation of how God feels about me. Faith in that
Gospel, Walther maintains, is simply the receiving of
this good verdict about me from God. There will always be reason for me to wonder why God should give
me such a good verdict, but I can not refuse to accept
it without calling Him a liar.
Merely to tell a troubled parishioner that his very
concern about the problem is the best assurance that
he has nothing to worry about is no proclamation of
the Gospel; it is merely another subtle way of keeping
him away from Christ. Concern about one's spiritual
poverty is not a basis for assurance and confidence.
The Cresset

The one basis for such assurance and confidence is
Jesus Christ, given into death for his sins and raised
again for his justification.

THESIS XXIII
The Word of God is not properly divided: 19) when
one attempts to use the demands, threats, or promises of
the Law to motivate the unregenerate to turn from their
sins to good works and thereby beccome godly; or when
one attempts to compel the regenerate to do good works
by making legalistic demands rather than by exhorting
them in an evangelical manner.
The Law is not capable of producing good works,
either in the regenerate or in the unregenerate. It can
and does expose evil works for what they are and may
thus, by pricking consciences or arousing fears of
punishment, bring about improvements in personal
and social morality, i.e., civic righteousness. Civic
righteousness has its own reward, but it does not make
the unregenerate man godly nor does it add anything
to the godliness of the regenerate.
Thus the "fire-and-brimstone" preacher confuses
Law and Gospel if he supposes that a vivid description
of the terrors of Hell can frighten men into godliness,
or that rhapsodizing about the glories of heaven can
seduce men into godliness.
Godliness is nothing more or less than God's approval. Behind every attempt to legislate godliness
stands the ancient heresy that a man's approval by
God is determined, in whole or in part, by the verdict
of the Law. This heresy is reinforced by the false notion that the success of the Church's witness can be
judged by the degree of moral improvement that it
brings about in its own fellowship and in the community. Against both these heretical notions stands the
harsh statement of the prophet: "All our righteousnesses are as filthy rags."
The evangelical preacher "beseeches" men to good
works "by the mercies of God." God's love in Jesus
Christ is the sufficient-indeed the only-motivation
to God-pleasing conduct. Good works performed out
of any other motivation are offerings to an idol and
come under the judgment of the First Commandment.

THESIS XXIV
The Word of God is not properly divided: 20) when
the unforgivable sin against the Holy Ghost is described
in a manner as if it could not be forgiven because it
is so great a sin.
Are there any sins which are unforgivable? Many
people think so. They feel some particular transgresMay, 1987

sions are so monstrous that God could not possibly
overlook them. This is a warped idea about sin and
grace, growing out of a failure to distinguish properly
between Law and Gospel.
There is a sin against the Holy Ghost. Our Lord
speaks of it. He says that "blasphemy against the Holy
Ghost shall not be forgiven unto men." That is, blasphemy against the office, not the person, of the Holy
Spirit, cannot be pardoned, "neither in this world,
neither in the world to come."
What makes this kind of sin unpardonable? Walther
is emphatic: it is not because of the magnitude of the
sin. As the Apostle Paul says, "Where sin abounded,
grace did much more abound." The reason why this
sin is unpardonable lies elsewhere. The Holy Ghost
works faith in men's hearts. Those who reject the Holy
Ghost are rejecting the only means by which they can
be brought to faith. In this way the sin against the
Holy Ghost cannot be forgiven. Whoever commits it is
condemned not so much on account of the sin involved but on account of unbelief.
Calvinists, who teach that there is an eternal decree
of damnation directed against some men, contend that
such men cannot be saved because Christ did not suffer for their sins. They make the sin which cannot be
forgiven a consequence of God's decree. But this is not
in keeping with the message of universal grace in
Christ, the Gospel of the Scriptures. Those who would
portray gross sinners as beyond the recognition of
God diminish the full scope and effectiveness of the
Gospel and exalt the Law over God's grace.
It is the joy of the Gospel that there is no sin too
great to be forgiven, so long as the sinner does not
stubbornly thrust away the welcome of the Spirit.
When he does that he has no means by which he can
receive the blessing ·of the Lord.

THESIS XXV
The Word of God is not properly divided: 21) if the
Gospel does not generally predominate in one's teachmg.
It is no longer death that speaks the last word, but
resurrection and life. The Law, as the proclamation of
death, is assigned its place by the resurrection victory
of Jesus Christ. The Law does not stand above the
Gospel, nor even parallel to it. It is always subordinate,
the servant. Hence, as Walther says, "The ultimate aim
in our preaching of the Law must be to preach the
Gospel."
This does not weaken the Law. The Law is the instrument of death and must fulfill its mission. Those
who set their hope for blessings in the Law must discover that the Law turns and curses them. Those who
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seek justice in the Law must find that its justice is inexorable. Those who seek liberty here must find themselves the more enslaved. The Law asserts that man
cannot escape God, that excuses will not deceive Him
nor pious works bribe Him, that God will not be
rationalized out of existence. This is the function of
the Law, to confront man with the dead-end of his
self-achieved ambition, dignity, and life.

It seems strange that we can doubt
the power of the Gospel to transform
people's lives, and then seek to
assert the church's role in society in
other more dramatic terms of impact.
In the midst of that despair and death, the Gospel
calls man to a new life. It proclaims to him the forgiveness of sin, confers on him the dignity of sonship
of God, not as something he must win or achieve, but
as the free gift of God in Jesus Christ. It summons
him to let go the purposes of this world and flesh for
the sake of the purposes of God; to set his hope not
in the securities of this world, but in the promises of
a heavenly Father; to let go his pride of self, so that
Christ may be his glory. It invites him to relax his hold
on this world and life, because he already possesses a
new world and an eternal life which are sealed to him
in Baptism, and which no force of earth or hell can
take from him.
The Gospel offers him a new and unique joy. It is
not the joy of being able to have one's sins and selfish
pursuits now without fear of consequences, but of
being freed from the whole pursuit of the false and
delusive. It is not the joy of being able now to harness
God to one's private ambitions, but of being released
from one's "privacy" and of having full communication in the mind and purposes of God. It' is the joy of
being a son of God and living out that sonship. It is
the joy of engaging in the Father's continuing battle,
yet in the certainty of strength and victory already assured in the victory of Christ. It is the joy of living
under grace, of experiencing the marvel that, as God
has loved us freely in Christ even when we were dead
under His judgment, so all the good things of this
body and life with which He continually showers us
are also the free gifts of His love. It is the joy of living
not in complaint, but in overwhelmed thanksgiving for
the abundance of His gifts.
Such a Gospel triumphs over Law. It condemns the
Law, and will not yield an inch. Shall we then be
ashamed of it? It seems strange to hear pastors argue
18

at times that it is not necessary to include the Gospel
in every sermon. It seems strange that the Gospel of
life should ever be construed as a repetitious bore,
that a preacher should feel it unnecessary to present
it in all fullness and beauty because "my people already know this!" It seems strange that we can doubt
the power of this Word to transform men's lives, and
then seek to assert the church's role in society in other
more dramatic terms of impact.
If there is any call in Walther's theses today, it is the
call upon every minister and teacher of the Word to
submit with renewed joy to all the necessary sweat and
toil, the agony of prayer, the searching of the Word
and wrestlings with the Spirit, to make Christ alive to
the hearer, so that the Lord Jesus may meet him at his
need, and summon him out of the world of illusions,
despair, and death, to the new world of life, power,
love, and victory.
To magnify Christ and His benefits, this is our call.
This is also our privilege, our joy, and our glory. Cl

After Silence
Down the mountain side
cool spray of glacier water
falls into meadows of wild flowers.
From this faraway place, you send
love's improvident gift:
wild blue flax, yellow
cone flower, stiff-petalled
Indian blanket seeds. Disbelieving,
I sift them into moist soil.
Today, in the live universe
of a flower pot, silken leaves
spear upward: a fragment
of the day of creation.
The gift is so much the giver
I bend to the frail green
like an amateur trying
to photograph butterflies
drinking from a stream.

Sister Maura
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Renu Juneja

THE TOURIST TRAP
Report on a Caribbean Dilemma

Travelling in the southern Caribbean these past
three months, I have been unusally grateful for the
color of my skin. Growing up with a color consciousness which seems the inevitable aftermath of colonial
rule, many of us learned to accept, perhaps even rejoice
in, our tawny complexions through a painful process of
reaffirmation of our identity, a process even harder
for those like me who belong to ethnic groups generally lighter skinned than others from their region.
I remember my aunts commiserating with my
mother for having produced such a dark-skinned
daughter. "How will we marry her off?" I hear them
lamenting. In India, then as now, a culture where the
marriage of a daughter remains a major economic and
emotional burden for her parents, dark skin in a girl
child is deemed a severe handicap. Conversely, "fair
complexion," as it is termed iri. India, is a virtue almost
on par with a substantial dowry.
Similar attitudes persist in the West Indies, even, for
instance, in modern Trinidad, a nation whose people
derive from a rich variety and mixture of races-European, African, East Indian, Mid-Eastern, Chinese, and
Amerindian. No one, of course, will admit to such
biases, which are, in themselves, too complex to be easily discerned or summarized. After independence, and
after Marcus Garvey, Aime Cesaire, Franz Fanon, and
Eric Williams, expressions of black pride and affirmation of African (and East Indian and Amerindian)
roots are common enough in politics, literature, and
fashion.
In politics, one suspects that too light a skin could
possibly even be an handicap, despite exceptions of a
few extremely popular white politicians. Certainly,
publicly prominent whites may well feel the need to
asssert their Trinidadianness-as, for instance, the

rare white calypsonian who adopted the title of
"Mighty Trini."
Yet, during my first visit to a Calypso tent*-the
very bastion of Caribbean identity-! learned that
"redness," the local term for light skin and European
features, still remains an approved criterion for beauty
among women. My companions, four young women
who had taken me to the tent, all fiercely articulate social commentators, dismissed the contestants of a
beauty pageant now parading before us during an intermission as predictably all too "red." Remarked one,
"As my mother used to say, 'you got to be red, chile,
if you goin' to be pretty."'

Renu Juneja, a frequent Cresset contributor, returns to
Valparaiso University this month from sabbatical leave in the
British West Indies.

*A calypso tent is the home (auditorium) where a group
of calypsonians gather for performance of their new calypsoes just before carnival, and there are many such tents
around Port of Spain.
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I remember my aunts commiserating
with my mother for having produced
such a dark-skinned daughter; how,
they wondered, will we marry her off?
But for my brown skin, I do not think I would have
been a privileged listener to such inside disclosures.
And there have been other blessings in being brown.
Unless severely abused, my tawny skin can take the
sun without turning a ridiculous red or blistering and
peeling. I am saved the indignity of sitting with thick
lotions spread over my body, as if embalming for some
obscene sacrificial ritual.
In addition, the absence of such protective armor
proclaims me a local rather than a tourist. The advantages of thus "passing" are many. At a trivial level, I
am seldom called upon to deal with persistent vendors
of local handicrafts, sellers of tourist merchandise,
even when I happen to visit a resort area like a beach.
In Trinidad, where I have spent most of my sabbatical time and where over fifty per cent of the people
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are of East Indian descent (brought over in the
nineteenth century as indentured labor for sugar plantations), I pass easily as one of them. In neighboring
islands I have been perceived as a Trini. Even my lack
of the wonderfully lilting West Indian accent fails to
finger me an an outsider-waves of immigration to
North America have brought back West Indians with
accents almost as hybrid as mine.
Thus perceived as a native, I have gained the greatest gift of my brown skin, an empathetic belonging
which allows me to share the perspective of a people
among whom I am a temporary sojourner. The
clearest indications of this altered perspective arrived
in my visits to the islands of Barbados, St. Lucia, and
Grenada. Myself a tourist, I nevertheless reacted to
other tourists with apprehension and distaste. Not because they necessarily behaved badly but because of
what they were-tourists.
Fed on travel brochures touting the paradise of
these islands in the sun, I, too, had dreamt of walking
on white sand shaded by coconut and almond trees.
The brochures had not lied. The azures and greens of
the Caribbean far surpass the colors of imagination, its
waters as balmy and gentle in reality as in promise.
What the brochures do not prepare one for is a different reality: that these lovely beaches, the very best
on an island, are now virtually occupied territory of
North Americans and Europeans. Nominally, the
beaches are public, accessible to everyone. However,
when expensive hotels for tourists sprawl along the
beach, with rooms virtually opening on the sand, the
islanders often find themselves confined to one small
corner of their own beach.
The tourist trade, therefore, has conjured its own
apartheid lines where economic superiority of the
white races has reduced the colored population into
servitors and servants. In essence, the hotels have replaced the plantations. If in a large territory a small
portion of the land were thus given over to enjoyment
of visitors, the integrity of a culture, of an existing way
of life, could still be maintained. But in a small island
like Barbados, where the coast has been almost wholly
given over to tourists, little remains for the Bajans
themselves.
Barbados has made the most wholehearted and successful attempt at attracting visitors. Predictably, the
most distasteful incident of our travels occurred there.
Our hotel-a spacious resort with a golf course, tennis and squash courts, and several pools--consisted of
a grouping of apartments around these scattered
pools. While some of these apartments functioned like
a hotel, others had been rented on long term leases or
even sold on a time-sharing basis. So that, for several
of the people gathered around the pool one evening,
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this was, indeed, "their home away from home."
Our desultory conversation was interrupted by the
arrival of two colored boys riding their bicycles. Two
or three among us said a cheerful "hello" to our
young visitors when an older Britisher (I was profoundly reiieved at his not being American) thundered
at them: "You do not belong here; you are not allowed here." He then turned around to tell us that
this was the only way to treat such intruders, and if
not controlled, Rastafarians would soon be strolling
into the compound.
Would he have been equally imperious if the boys
had not been colored? Insofar as the boys had been
trespassing on private property, they did not belong.
Yet the remarks rankled. It almost seemed as if the
end of colonialism was only a myth, that a new power
had arisen to eclipse the identity of these islands, a
power as malevolent as any previous empire.
In these small islands, so heavily reliant on import
of everything, with limited resources and even more limited range of production, the economic arguments in
favor of tourism seem almost unassailable. They have,
after all, only this sea-washed, sun-drenched island to

The Water Tower Vandal
In November, near sunset,
the tower's shadow reaches
six rows into the cemetary,
stops at Bauman and Willard,
walks a step further, and is
called back by a father's voice.
Now it's the evening of weather
not returning for months,
and last Friday a prankster
managed over a hundred feet
of this ladder, got caught
taking 360° of picturesgas stations, a school,
so many houses circling
like police who shaded their eyes,
the shadow short like winter breath,
the signature he left
that would touch, late afternoons,
the names of the recent dead.

Gary Fincke
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sell. "Tourism," as one island proclaimed through
posters and stickers, "is our business. Let's work at it."
Yet whatever the official attitude, I detected a certain strain involved in this selling of self and home,
hints of alienation from this required labor. The staff
of these hotels remained largely reticent, almost coldly
reserved. If my experience of living with these islanders in Trinidad is a true indication, then these are
warm, spontaneous, vital people, celebrants of life not
withholders from it.
Still, there were very few smiles of welcome at reception desks of these hotels. If the empathy I have
claimed is not a sentimental fiction, I know the reason
for this reserve. It is a strategy to husband one's spirit
when forced to sell oneself. And if this imagery of violation and rape seems too exaggerated, consider the
response of the St. Lucian, Derek Walcott. The title of
his poem, "The Virgins," alludes to more than the
geographical location of Fredriksted, the town in the
Virgin Islands he is describing.
Down the dead streets of sun-stoned Fredriksted,
the first freeport to die for tourism,
strolling at funeral pace, I am reminded
of life not lost to the American dream;
but my small-islander's simplicities
can't better our new empire's civilized
exchange of cameras, watches, perfumes, brandies
for the good life, so cheaply underpriced
that only the crime rate is on the rise
in streets blighted with sun . . .

The American dream has corrupted the life of the
island, and its original culture lies dead. The pun on
"freeport" is a reminder that once the inhabitants were
free. And in selling themselves, their sun and their
beaches, they now lie blighted with sun. Walcott implies that despite tourism, the economy remains essentially stagnant, hence the unemployment and the rising crime rate.
The poet's economic analysis may be dismissed by
specialists as unreliable, but his images have a haunting validity. They should provoke the island politicians, so hopelessly enamored of the panacea of
tourism, to reconsider the consequences. The issue is
particularly poignant for an island like Trinidad,
which has so far been saved the blessing or the blight
of excessive tourism.
The beaches of Trinidad, due to their proximity to
the Orinoco delta washing the sea with a continent's
mud, suffer in comparison with other islands. And
when tourists come to Trinidad for the Carnival, they
come not to occupy but participate, however vicariously, in the homegrown celebration of the people for
the people. As my friends here are fond of reminding
me, Trinidad is first and foremost for Trinidadians.
May, 1987

At the beaches of Maracus, Las Cuevas, Manzanilla, or
Mayaro (in truth lovely enough to entice tourists) the
locals dominate and not the visitors.
Yet the new government, faced with a severe recession, speaks of seriously cultivating tourism. One columnist in a prominent newspaper even made the unlikely suggestion that the dates of the Carnival be
changed (as in Barbados) to counteract the leaner
summer season. But if Barbados is to be an example,
it should be a cautionary one as well. Let them not,
simply in order to gain the yankee dollar, sacrifice
their soul.
~~

Haiku
A Series aher the Masters
After lssa

Humid air
I lie half naked
Watching a firefly
After Saigyo

Stick of pinewood
Why?
I have no table, no chair
All men's homes are mine
Yet this pinewood
Why do you stir my soul?
After Manyoshu

The sun lowers itself
behind the watery horizon
I hear the channel bells
Wait!
Beyond, the flapping of a sail
Past the buoy lights
Past the bridge over the bay
After Basho

Drop of rain
On my face
Wash away the shadows of my life

Travis Du Priest
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Humphrey Bogart's
Pink Cheeks
Richard Maxwell
A colleague of mine is fond of
separating human beings into two
classes, idealists and materialists.
One of the most interesting things
about this distinction is that it
doesn't work very well for Americans. The idealist-who believes in
absolute and eternal hierarchies of
value-and the materialist-who
believes that value (in several
senses) emerges from the conditions of production, that is, of economic life-would seem to be irreconcilable opponents.
Nonetheless, many of us don't
seem to think so. We are generally
disappointed when money taints
something that is supposed to be
pure-art, for example-yet at the
same time we exult in the discovery
that our idols have feet of clay. We
take a malicious, almost masochistic, pleasure in our own disillusionment. And we thus feel quite
happy in joining the rat race, or
exacerbating it, since-obviouslythere isn't anything else.
This diatribe (not wholly original,
I admit) is prompted by a recent
debate on the computer colorization of old movies. The main argu-

Richard Maxwell teaches English at
Valparaiso University and writes regularly on Film for The Cresset.
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ment for colorization is that it
widens the audience that will deign
to look at black-and-white films.
New people get to look at It's a
Wonderful Life, or whatever; TV
studios make a bigger profit.
Everybody's happy-no damage
done.
The arguments against colorization are less easily summarized, but
they are laid out well by the Chicago
Tribune's film critic, Dave Kehr
("How colorization profanes the art
of black and white," Chicago Tribune
February 8, section 13, page 18).
Kehr reminds us that a film world
conceived in monochrome cannot
be translated into color without
scuttling the "lighting techniques,
set design , and cutting patterns
that produced infinite, ever-shifting
gradations of silvery light and burnished shadow."
To put this point another way, a
black-and-white movie is not a
limping, pathetic cousin of the
color movie; it is a different kind
of creature with its own nature, its
own rewards. (A decent print of a
modern black-and-white work, such
as Woody Allen's Manhattan or
Martin Scorsese's Raging Bull will
demonstrate the patterned richness
typical of monochrome cinematography at its best.) Furthermore, the
TV translation to color cannot be
easily reversed: a commentator on
Ted Turner's network has recommended turning the color knob
down to get a monochrome effect,
should the irate viewer so desire,
but as Kehr notes, "what you get is
a gray, metallic, soft-edged mass,
caused by the fact that the high
contrasts of black-and-white prints
must be bleached out before the
computer crayons can do their
work."
I do not think Kehr means to
imply that black-and-white films
were ever seen to advantage on
TV-those "high contrasts," etc.,
cannot be effectively communicated
through current video techno!-

ogy-only that now there is even
less opportunity to experience
them in something like their intended form.
Go read Kehr's article if you're
not convinced-or consult a good
aesthetic study, like Gerald Mast's
Film/Cinema/Movie. I'm going to assume from this moment on that the
case for seeing black-and-white
films as they were meant to be seen
is pretty much indisputable, and
could be the basis for concerted
protest from viewers and from
workers within the film industry.'

A black-and-white movie
is not a limping,
pathetic cousin of the
color movie: it is a
different kind of
creature altogether.
This supposition brings me to a
further, more puzzling, dilemma.
If colorization is such an obvious
scam, why has it gone down so easily-why is it rapidly becoming an
institution on the American scene?
Some people accept it because they
haven't thought about it, others,
perhaps, because they are dense.
More strikingly, there are a lot of
bright and informed Americans
who welcome the colorizing of old
films as though it were a morally
correct rebuke: a strike against intellectual snobbery, against Hoi'Few other countries in the West
have allowed the various distortions
that American TV wreaks on films .
Kehr states that French unions "were
able to outlaw early on" such practices as interrupting films with commercials. In addition, I am told , most
nations do not allow the broadcast of
films in anything but the original
screen ratio--whereas American networks and American video manufac:
turers pay no attention to this matter,
feeling it more urgent to fill up the
screen with a picture, even if it is a
drastically distorted one.
The Cresset

lywood
cupidity-or
perhaps
against something else, a little less
simple of definition.
One test case is afforded by a recent Mike Royko column, where it
is argued that because Humphrey
Bogart had pink cheeks in real life,
he should therefore have pink
cheeks in The Maltese Falcon. This
little essay would make a fascinating study, but it probably tells us
more about Royko and his peculiar
brand of populism than about
movies.•
A more serious response is attempted by David Blum-a contributing editor of N ew York
magazine-wntmg in The N ew Republic (Febrary 9, 1987). Blum admits that he prefers a black-andwhite Maltese Falcon to a color
one; he also admits that It's a Wonderful Life "looks lousy in color."
However, he challenges the basis
on which almost everyone has thus
far attacked colorization. He denies
that a Hollywood movie can be a
work of art, and therefore that it
can undergo aesthetic profanation.
At the very beginning of his
essay, Blum tips his hand with a
sarcastic summary of a recent press
conference by a "gravely ill" John
Huston. "In a faltering voice, the
wizened
80-year-old
director
moaned that the · process [colorization] was a mutilation of an artist's
vision-in this case his own."
The key words here are "artist"
2

Royko is a peculiar figure in American culture. What with the annual
ribfest, the tirades against yuppies,
the learned (and loving) satires on
crooked aldermen, he seems to be a
personality indigenous to Chicago
and outlying regions-hardly salable,
one would think, anywhere else. Not
true. Royko is as well known, almost,
in North Carolina as he is in Illinois
or Indiana. He has managed to become the national populist, the Little
Guy writ large, the common man
turned literate . . . but daring-shall
we say, pretending-a redness of
neck which few people in his position
would cultivate.
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and "vision. " An artist-apparently
according to Huston and certainly
according to Blum-is precisely
somebody who has a vision. What is
a vision?-we presumably wonder.
Blum doesn't tell us right out, but
he implies a good deal by working
up a comparison between movies
and "Renaissance paintings."

A recent Mike Royko
column argues that
because Humphrey Bogart
had pink cheeks in real
life, he should therefore
have pink cheeks in

The Maltese Falcon.
Take the Mona Lisa. Did
Leonardo "buy the rights to someone else's painting of Miss Lisa,
and paint her again? [Movie adaptations of novels particularly disturb Blum.] Did he take the painting to some preview audience in
small Italian towns and hand out
survey cards?" [etc., etc.]
Blum goes home for the kill by
concluding that "paintings aren't
sold to TV and hacked to pieces.
Paintings aren't produced with dozens of collaborators. And paintings
aren't based on ideas optioned by
the artist from another medium."
Movies are.
Therefore-it
would
seemmovies are not based on vision and
cannot qualify as art. Movies are
commodities which can be bought
and sold; as a consequence John
Huston has no right to talk about
himself as an artist or to object to
Ted Turner's depredations on this
ground .
If we want to understand what is
wrong with Blum's argument-and
incidentally what is significant
about it-we must first see how
confused he is on the subject of
painting. Like many people, Blum

feels that Italian painting of the
Renaissance is a sort of paradigm
for true art, that is, for art with vision. Certain aesthetic claims of the
sixteenth century have heavily influenced him here . . . though he
may not realize it.
Albrecht Durer writes that "a
good painter is inwardly full of figures, and if it were possible that he
live forever, he would have from
the inner ideas, of which Plato
writes, always something new to
pour out in his works." This is to
make the painter into a prophet or
even a god: one who intuits
Platonic ideas, perhaps even one
who creates them. (For a full
analysis see Erwin Panofsky's Idea:
A Concept in Art Theory, p. 125.)
However, this confused (if glorious) artist-prophet-god is not a universal or a timeless figure . Skip
back to the generation of painters
preceding
Durer,
immediately
Leonardo, and the rest of the High
Renaissance gang. Immediately we
discover painters who functioned
pretty much like Blum's version of
the movie director.
True, they didn't sell their films
to TV. But they did work with collaborators (so, for that matter, did
the artists who followed them in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries); they did work on commission-that is, they had their subjects, themes, even their colors dictated to them in contracts drawn
up with town councils and similar
philistine bodies; and they did fool
around with narrative premises
"optioned from another medium"
(often the Bible: a source that underwent some surprising changes
when word became image).
Above all, these painters seldom
pretended that art and money were
somehow
incompatible.
They
painted for a living. Occasionally
their works have been acknowledged as great art, more often not.
It's time to spell a few things out.
I am suggesting that the High Ren-
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aissance notion of the artist-a bit
of idealism that most of us carry
around without really thinking
about it-is a terrible influence on
movie critics, in fact on anyone
who wants to be an idealist but
can't help noticing the material
basis of production common to all
works of art (certainly to all Hollywood films).

A movie's origin within
a particular system of
production, of artistic
conventions, or of
sources, need not impose
moral limits on the way
in which we treat it.

The classic movies now being
vandalized by Ted Turner and his
associates were produced within a
frequently nasty system. Most of
the movie moguls were vicious little
men with banal minds, intent on
making a buck-or on achieving a
sort of social respectability so humdrum as to stagger the mind. Anyone who wants to find out the details can do so by submerging himself in the standard biographies
and histories.
On the other hand, though it's
important to be familiar with this
sordid background, there's a sense
in which none of it matters. Because studies bought the rights to
books, because directors were hired
on contract, because-to use one of
Blum's most elaborate examplesFrank Capra fooled with three
separate scripts of It's a Wonderful
Life and ultimately combined them
into his own, fourth version-it
does not follow that Ted Turner
has a moral right to slap pastel tints
on a great film.
A movie's origin within a particular system of production, of artistic
conventions, or of sources, need
24

not impose moral limits on the way
in which we treat it or understand
it. It's possible to do good work
even if you're doing it for money,
even if you're relying on narrative
premises borrowed from other
people, and even if you're technically under the control of moral
and intellectual nullities. If these
things weren't possible, very few
people would paint, write, or film
anything meriting long-term respect or even short-term pleasure.
I do not suppose that the foregoing statement is going to please
either idealists or materialists-or
least of all those idealizing
materialists exemplified here by
Blum. Perhaps I can end by recommending a film to all of them.
Howard Hawks' To Have and Have
Not was adapted from Ernest
Hemingway's miserable potboiling
novel of the same name. Hawks
took a few key ideas from Hemingway, then constructed his own,
quite different scenario around
them.
At the time it first played, To
Have and Have Not looked an attempt to make a Hemingway narrative into a pale imitation of Casablanca-a typical money-making
gimmick from a typical moneygrubbing studio. Today-to some
of us-To Have and Have Not looks
like a great film, far more powerful
than its Hemingway source or for
that matter than Casablanca itself.
No doubt we'll be seeing it on the
Turner networks sometime soon,
decked out in delicate tints appropriate to a watercolor sketch of
Venice.
When this happens, don't assume
that Howard Hawks is getting what
he deserves for having been a rich
and successful movie director.
More likely, we are getting what we
deserve for harboring a frighteningly confused set of aesthetic assumptions. I hope it's not too late
to change some of those assump~~
tions. David Blum, repent.

Happy Birthday,
Constitution
Paul H. Brietzke

Let's pat ourselves on the back.
Americans are the only people
who have lived under more or less
the same document for two hundred years. White male propertyholders, and more recently others as
well, have regularly had the power
to vote rascals out of office. This innovation was as revolutionary to
eighteenth-century Europeans as it
is in communist party-states and in
much of the Third World today.
After two hundred years, throwing the rascals out is still the only
real protection we have against
tyranny. We should be proud of it,
yet watchful, for some are using
our celebration as an occasion to
pursue constitutional "reforms." I
will argue that the time is not ripe
for thoroughgoing reforms and that
reform is a constant feature of our
constitutional practice anyway.
The most frequently-put criticism
concerns a governmental "gridlock," the paralysis of having to
face an array of bewildering social
problems under an antiquated
document. This argument is cogent, but it misunderstands the nature of our original Constitution.

Paul H. Brietzke is Professor of Law
at Valparaiso University and a regular
Nation contributor for The. Cresset.
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The government it created was designed to survive by doing as little
as possible in the way of implementing the majority's desires of
the moment.
There are many who try to keep
it just that way today. We are the
only country which draws municipal boundaries one way, school districts another way, and sewer districts in still another way. We then
try to keep this chaos as independent of central government as possible. Having so jealously guarded
against some concentrations of
power, we comfort ourselves with
the belief that we have preserved
an individual freedom of choice.
No doubt our Constitution is antiquated. It makes no mention of,
and thus no attempt to regulate,
power centers only dimly perceived
when the Constitution was drafted:
large corporations, administrative
agencies, unions, political parties,
single-issue pressure groups, media
giants, etc. These power centers are
responsible for many of our antidemocratic tendencies.
But we have done what we
could: attempted some curbs under
ordinary (non-constitutional) law
and, above all, denied legitimacy to
these power centers--denied that
their claims to our obedience are
self-evident. It is difficult to imagine new curbs that could now be
written into the Constitution, curbs
that one power center or another
would not veto as unacceptable.
Such curbs do not loom large in
current debates, however. Attorney
General Meese has attempted to set
the ideological agenda by demanding that we revert to the Constitution's "original intention." Chief
Justice Rehnquist, no wild-eyed liberal, argues that this would make a
"dead letter" of the Constitution.
Meese's proposal also illustrates a
constitutional Rorschach Test or, as
the Reagan Administration prefers, an ideological litmus test: like
judicial "activism," "original intenMay, 1987

tion" lies in the eye of the beholder.
In addition to abolishing abortion, the Miranda warning, affirmative action, and school busing,
Meese would apparently curb the
powers of Court and Congress so
as to strengthen the hand of the
executive branch. Even a quick
reading of the Constitutional Convention debates and The Federalist
shows Meese to be clearly wrong,
although he is not being wrong
clearly. The Framers had experience of a vigorous executive:
George Ill.
A Thomas Jefferson or an Andrew Jackson would find Meese's
proposals bizarre. Those worthies
would also be unable to distinguish
many of our political arrangements
from the tyranny they despised.
But my hunch is that they would
give grudging approval to much of
what "we" have done, as reasonable
responses to problems that we
faced and they did not. Such as it
is, the evidence shows that the
Framers did not intend to bind future generations to their "original
intention."
There is no evidence that, for
example, Blacks and women were
to be kept forever subordinate;
even if such an intention existed,
we repudiated it in pursuit of a
cherished . American goal that
Meese cannot overturn: progress.
Like us, the Framers were seeking
the two things regimes seek
worldwide: political stability-so
that survival does not depend on
the heartbeats and attention span
of one man-and a State (administrative apparatus) strong enough to
defuse, and overcome if need be,
the opposition that endangers survival. The Bill of Rights was a
blessed afterthought.
Facing the problem of winning
and keeping consent from thirteen
very different colonies, and imbued
with the liberalism of their day, the
Framers chose to pursue political

stability at the expense of the
strong State. With Prussia and
France
as
object-lessons,
eighteenth-century liberals equated
the strong State with the authoritarianism they abhorred.
These liberals were also bemused
with the polite kind of rules evolving from experience with "gentlemen's" clubs in London: I will leave
office when I lose an election because you will not then kill me, and
because I know that you will resign
when another turn of the political
wheel sweeps my group back into
power. This idea was sufficiently
novel for the Framers to doubt that
it would work in a rude country
full of what James Madison called
the "vice of faction."

Even a quick reading
of the Constitutional
Convention debates and

The Federalist shows
Meese to be clearly
wrong , although he is
not being wrong clearly.

The
original
Constitution
stabilized politics fairly well, but the
weak State the Framers saddled us
with amounted to a storing up of
trouble for the future. A weak
State made judicial review both a
likely and a necessary means for resolving disputes. Judicial review
could emerge and gain influence
because; until Dred Scott (1857),
judicial review carefully avoided
most "political" questions touching
on a stability achieved through
political bargaining. (Dred Scott's
holding that a freed slave could not
acquire federal citizenship was
overruled
by
the Thirteenth
Amendment; its dictum that the
Missouri Compromise was unconstitutional helped set the stage for
the Civil War.) From 1857 to the
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Supreme Court's "switch in time"
in 193 7, judicial review was used
sporadically to keep the State (and
the states' States) underdeveloped.
Our repudiation of a cabinet
government in parliament made
for intricate and arduous lawmaking processes, lacking in the overall
coordination which facilitates a
strengthening
of
the
State.
Federalism kept the states together
until the Civil War by prompting
local elites to give a limited commitment to national values. But
federalism also permitted sectional
interests to repress the nascent
pushes
toward
equality
and
broadened participation that led to
the evolution of social democracy
(under a stronger State) m some
European countries.
Clearly, our story does not end
here. How could one of the
strongest of military powers be
termed a weak State? The point is
that military-civilian relations have
been handled during real and perceived crises by aggrandizing the
military and related bureaucracies,
in a massive but very narrow
strengthening of the State. This
distrust of our original Constitution
that President Eisenhower termed
the "military-industrial complex"
may have been necessary to our survival, but it has had the effect of
skewing policymaking in particular
directions through the exercise of
unchecked State power.
The Statism of the Civil War,
World Wars I and II, and Vietnam
had its faint civilian echoes in the
Progressive Era, the New Deal, and
the War Against Poverty. The poor
and powerless had found little
comfort in the apparent universality of our negative Constitution.
Rule formalism and proceduralism
offered no creative solutions to
socio-economic crises arising long
after liberal constitutionalism's heyday. Demands for community planning for a decent life, demands potent enought to endanger political
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stability, required that administrative functions be mass-produced
from scratch and immunized from
judicial tampering.
Would-be constitutional reformers should realize that they are dealing with two, more or less separate, constitutions. The libertarian
Constitution creates a State made
pluralistic and weak by federalism
and the checks and balances of a
separation of powers. The sub rosa
constitution of the paternalistic
strong State encourages the direct
pursuit of what we seemingly know
needs to be done, under Max
Weber's and Hans Kelsen's Germanic hierarchy of disciplined, concentrated powers.

We want no Platonic
Guardians, particularly
after we have seen what
the "experts" can do
with Vietnam, the War
Against Poverty, and
nuclear power and arms.
The two constitutions remain
separate because most Americans
would have their cake and eat it
too; we want to keep the weak State
while recognizing that we need the
strong State. We want to preserve
the comforting self-image of living
in a liberal democracy, pursuing
freedom of choice while preserving
individualism and local eccentricities. We want no Platonic
Guardians, particularly after we
have seen what the "experts" 'can
do with Vietnam, the War Against
Poverty, and nuclear power and
weapons.
But the strong State seemingly
does not curb individual freedom
of choice mu.ch, unless we choose
not to send weapons to the Contras
or unless we are poor and choose
to live in dignity. Most of us sense

that we need some or all of the benefits of the strong State: power in
foreign affairs, equality of opportunity at home, economic growth and
stability, and welfare programs with
many strings attached-no less for
corporations than for individuals.
Conservative and liberal reformers would dismantle different trappings of, and strings attached by,
the strong State. Other aspects of
Statism would be left very much in
place, since the purpose of reform
is to maximize the freedom of
choice of particular individuals and
organizations. Edwin Meese, for
example, would tilt State power to
favor the military, larger corporations, fundamentalists, and the
affluent. Radicals of the Left and
Right claim to be able to dispense
with Statism altogether.
None of these would-be reformers can plausibly claim the consensus required for overarching constitutional changes in a democracy,
and with good reason. We live in
an uneasily and unevenly "mixed"
polity, economy, and society. We
cope with this mix by trying to
order our private lives under the
libertarian Constitution and our
public lives under the sub rosa constitution.
This is far from satisfactory,
since our private and public lives
contradict and conflict with each
other at many points. Under so uneven a mix, different aspects of life
do not cohere, and constant struggles among power centers create
many perverse effects and side effects. Discontinuous, unintegrated
concentrations of power serve as
our policymaking process, with little to guarantee the integrity of actions taken by a strong State cut
loose from the libertarian Constitution. We flit between weak and
strong State extremes because we
cannot see our way to an appropriate, Aristotelian mean. But
realistic reforms must start from
what we are and, thus, from what
The Cresset

we have accumulated during complex political bargaining processes.
Most
conservative
reformers
would leave us with a Yuppie's constitution by privatizing all of life,
apart from the military and
selected aspects of morality. Most
liberal reformers would leave us
with a selective privacy, while turning life into something rather more
public than many Americans would
tolerate. Such sweeping reforms do
not seem feasible because a majority of Americans will not back them
and shove them down the throats
of committed minorities--or so we
hope, if we care for political stability.
This leaves as a vehicle for constitutional reform what some critics
have termed our continuous constitutional convention: the Supreme
Court. Can the Court even out the
mix and straighten out the mess of
our private and public lives?
This is a tall order, and the record of the Burger Court leaves little room for hope. One reason
Chief Justice Burger gave for resigning was to assist in the Bicentennial celebrations for our Constitution. This may prove his most
important contribution to constitutionalism; he presided over a
Court which turned our robust
Constitution into a mushy, halfhearted document, by subjecting all
interests to an ad hoc balancing.
The military State was strengthened by decisions solicitous of
executive power, while other aspects of the stong State were watered down-but not by much.
The Burger Court (and Reagan
Administration) thus created additional imbalances between the military and civilian facets of our
strong State. Many individual
rights, particularly those of accused
criminals, were truncated while important new abortion and sex and
job discrimination rights were
created, all done in a way which
maximizes obfuscation. If Burger's
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Nine were supposed to be our constitutional experts, what hope is
there for sensible reform? Perhaps
the Rehnquist team, with eight of
the same players but with an allegedly more capable player-manager, can chart new directions.

For a while, it seemed
that the Supreme Court
would move beyond a
formal "one man, one
vote" to help guarantee
the effective equality
of political influence.

The Rehnquist Court is certainly
not politically-representative of the
American people, but the Supreme
Court is no legislature. The public
interest finds such protection as it
gets in the need to create a consensus among nine independent thinkers, something Chief Justice
Burger conspicuously failed to
achieve, and in the Justices' felt
need to elevate our public and private purposes by anchoring them
in broad and powerful legal symbols. Ideally, Court decisions transcend the case result and the politics
of the day to tell us something true
and useful about ourselves. Decisions should both match and update the Framers' state of mind by
permitting a principled community
to change its constitutional purposes.
How can Rehnquist's or any
other Court achieve these seemingly impossible tasks? I have a
modest suggestion, based on a facet
to its thinking that the Court has
all but abandoned: the line of cases
beginning with Baker v. Carr (1962).
For a while, it seemed that the
Court would move beyond a formal
"one man, one vote" to help
guarantee the effective equality of
political influence that many as-

sociate with democracy.
In other words, politics would be
made freer of the manipulation of
information and influence practiced on decisionmakers and the
public by power centers seeking to
tilt the balance in their favor. The
aim would be freer "markets" in the
information, ideas, and entrepreneurship (statesmanship) necessary
to form a consensus. We would finally be able to consult what James
Madison called "the genius of the
people" about "placing the common above the private good."
Libertarian and strong State constitutions could than begin to converge through a patient "clearing
of the political streams" that would
strengthen democratic processes of
deciding what we want government
to do and not do.
Recent Court decisions are
clearly moving in the wrong (antidemocratic) direction by tolerating
"corporate free speech" and large
corporate and PAC contributions to
campaign funds, by enabling federal bureaucrats to immediately
take jobs with the corporations they
supposedly regulated, and by authorizing many other not-so-subtle
corruptions of the public weal.
We may thus wind up getting little in the way of sensible reform
from the Rehnquist Court. The
most fitting birthday tribute we
could pay our Constitution is to reflect on what it means to us and
how, if at all, we would reform it.
Serious reflection leads to the realization that we simply cannot live as
we wish and hope to visit the consequences of our behavior on
others.
We cannot, for example, insist on
broad civil liberties at home while
demanding the decisive effectiveness in foreign policy thought to
result from an unchecked strong
State acting abroad. Our inevitably
limited freedom of choice has as a
correlative the limited duty to exercise choice responsibly-in the pub27

lie interest.
In recent years the search for the
public interest, the "general welfare" of the Constitution on which
democracy depends, has all but
ceased. It is certain that if we do
not search for the public interest,
perhaps as an act of faith, we will
never find it in the chaos of rival
blandishments from power centers.
An electorate forced to choose between candidates packaged by
political mercenaries to offend as
few power centers as possible-a
Mondale and a Reagan, say-is in
deep trouble.

In recent years, the
search for the public
interest, the "general
welfare" of the
Constitution on which
democracy depends, has
all but ceased.

The slow-but-sure process of
constitutional reform begins in the
hearts and minds of those who
must live with it. We could strenuously object to the vague, unimaginative, and unsupported public
policies that set an unsavory tone
for our society. We could prevent
wooly-minded decisionmakers from
ducking the relevant issues while
treating symptoms rather than disease. We could act out a distinctively American pragmatism by applying a situational yet purposive
morality to public affairs. We could
clear the streams and recreate a
self-maintaining political system by
displaying tolerance for balance
and diversity within and among its
many parts.
Only then would our Constitution fully live up to its characterization by Justice Brennan: a "splendid oration on the dignity of man."

...••
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Romancing the
Presidency
James Combs

In his famous reflections on politics, Niccolo Machiavelli explained
the unrelenting vicissitudes of politics by using the metaphor of the
goddess Fortuna. Politics occurs in
time, and time unravels everything.
Fortune is a temporal torrent, a
fickle and capricious force that
waits for no man, and all we can do
is pit our virtue against her whims
in our brief moment of glory.
But the smile of Fortuna is fleeting, and quickly moves elsewhere.
Sic transit gloria mundi. The moving
finger writes, and having writ,
moves on. The "climate of opinion," the ethos, the temper of the
times, the Zeitgeist changes, and the
momentum of events and processes
takes the action elsewhere.
And, as Nicky says, "any prince
who relies exclusively on Fortune
falls when she varies." Indeed, no
matter how much virtu a prince
may have previously exercised, with
just one misstep, he can fall from
the heights and shatter, and all the
kings horses and all th<! king's men
Irangate. "The Iran-contra af-

James Combs is Professor of Political
Science at Valparaiso University and a
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fair." Iragua. The "arms-for-hostages fiasco." Iranscam. Gippergate.
How can you have a proper scandal if the news media cannot settle
upon a name for it? Credit
Mobilier, Teapot Dome, and
Watergate were names that represented a cluster of intrigues of
breathtaking scope and corruption.
Perhaps the media cannot agree
upon a name for the current scandal because it lacks definition and
purpose. The people who passed
out Credit Mobilier stock on the
floor of the House of Representatives, the "Ohio Gang" boys who
ripped off a public trust, the Plumbers dedicated to undermining an
election all shared a magnitude of
shamelessness and audacity denied
a bush-league Light Colonel playing at international romance. I'll
betcha that G. Gordon Liddy can
hold his hand over a candle longer
than Ollie North. In the old days,
we had certifiable nuts in the White
House, and real crooks in the Congress.
It is a measure of our decline
that we can't even sustain a decent
scandal. This reflects the diminished spirit of the age. Instead
of Vietnam, we have Grenada. Instead of Haldeman and Ehrlichman, we have Don Regan . Instead
of the revelation of bold sins of
commission, we have the admission
of easygoing sins of omission.
Presidential knowledge and direction of political crimes is an impeachable offense, but not Presidential ignorance and "management style." Irangate seems not so
much sinister as preposterous, not
an episode of political tragedy but
rather political comedy. There is a
sense of lightheartedness about it
all: perhaps it was inevitable that
Reagan's fortunes would turn, but
let's enjoy it in a spirit of amiable
tolerance without the rancor and
division of those painful days of
the fall of Nixon.
It is an odd consensus, but conThe Cresset

emerge again with another turn of
the wheel. He still has a sense of
the "last act," climaxing with a
flourish and stylish exit. Summitry
is still a political card he can play,
and an arms-control deal with the
Russians might give him a final
royal flush.
Understanding that, the pressespecially television, with its stake
in visual imagery and pageantry-is
not adverse to letting this story play
out, ending this bad and embarrassing scene to get on to other, brighter stories. Media people are no
doubt familiar with the residue of
good feelings people want to entertain about Reagan, and they recall
that pollsters have found that those
who admire him desire to have him
protected. Further, they know that
in Congress there has been a tendency to forgive Reagan for deficiencies that would have been
fatal in other politicians.
Even if media people feel that a
President out of reach is a President out of touch, that is mitigated
by the fact that Reagan has been a
colorful story providing television
in particular with some wonderful
moments of popular melodrama,
comedy, and spectacle. Reagan is
no quixotic or tragic figure, no

trary to Reagan's image of the circling sharks in the water, one gets
the sense that the national press
corps covering this story is more
bemused than vindictive. Certainly
they have reason to be cautious.
For one thing, they took a lot of
heat over Watergate, being accused
of the destruction of a Presidency.
Now Richard Nixon was quite capable of self-destructing on his
own, but reporters and news organizations are sensitive about their
role in his fall. Nixon had given the
press much reason for them to hate
him and wish him ill, so it was easy
for the Woodsteins and Rathers
and Restons to enjoy the bloodletting a bit.
But now they don't seem to have
the stomach for a repeat of 1974.
Indeed, media critics such as William Grieder and Steve Daley maintain that the press has always been
easy on Reagan and is going to "go
soft" on this affair, letting him once
again weasel out of a mess he
created. In this view, Reagan's
treatment of the press and contempt for political accountability is
no less scandalous than Nixon's,
and deserves the same unrelenting
quest for the truth. But with the
tacit complicity of the media,
Reagan has been invulnerable from

unassailable, even from the Right.
George Will wrote of Reagan's
"grave flaw": "It is sloth, nowadays
known as laziness," Will said, and
William Safire wrote of Reagan
"being weakened and made to appear wimpish and helpless by the
political interference of his wife."
After the Tower Commission report, it became almost fashionable
to attack him. Time spoke of a "befuddled and intellectually lazy figure." Columnists wondered aloud
about incompetence, detachment,
and senility. The figure of Edith
Wilson was conjured up, with the
alarming prospect of Mrs. Reagan
presiding
over
befuddlement
largely hidden from view and herself making policy. This was the
mass-mediated colossus that bestrode the world at the Statue of
Liberty extravaganza! Does here
the Presidential vessel lie, emptied
of its poetry?
Even though it is now legitimate
to criticize Reagan, the press understands that it is still difficult to
have at him. Reagan has been
counted out before, always confounding those who thought he
would fold this time. His political
virtu is still considerable, and his
capacity for good fortune may

real criticism and questioning, re-
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ducing the vaunted power of the
media to deferential ineptitude or
self-serving shilling, and Irangate
won't substantially change things.
Yes, there is restraint, but not, I
think, to that extent. For as Machiavelli might say if he were here,
those whom the political gods
would destroy they first make invulnerable. Reagan's teflonic status
as beyond reproach (he is still
largely beyond reach) has ended,
and the turn in fortune is evidenced by his new vulnerability to
attack.
As trust and popularity have
waned, the press has become more
emboldened to assail the formerly
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brooding and broken Wilson nor
sullen and spiteful Nixon. The
press has been complicit in the
Reagan act like everyone else, and
enjoyed the orgies of good feelings
and revenge too. For those reasons ,
the media shrink from being cast
again as nattering nabobs of
negativism who bash Presidents for
what some would argue was a
minor mistake.
More importantly, many major
figures in the mass media are a lot
more patriotic than their critics
want to admit. I mean this in the
sense that they share the romantic
vision of Presidential heroism that
Reagan rekindled.
For that reason, they are reluctant to interfere with the completion of the hero's quest. Here is in
operation what we might call the
theatrical imperative: do not block
the way for the completion of the
story, and in particular do not
block the way for the hero. If it is
the case that both the public and
the press want in their heart of
hearts to see the hero triumph,
then significant interference that
sullies the heroic image should not
be entered into lightly.
Perhaps the conservative columnists who attacked Reagan were
upset because the hero himself
seemed to be destroying his own
heroism and what they wanted the
outcome of the quest to be. A
slothful or henpecked President
who is not master of his own house
and is forced into abject degradation and public apology by a
bureaucratic commission is not the
stuff of prelapsarian romantic
heroism. The critics are right in
that Reagan has no one to blame
but himself, but I suspect that the
media will give him ample opportunity to recover and recoup in the
end.
If this thought is correct, then
television politics as exemplified by
Reagan is a political theater of
heroic romanticism. Television fie30

tions have long leaned toward the
modes of romantic theater-melodrama, pathos, soap opera, familiar
nightmares. But these were generally limited to mundane heroismthe father as bourgeois hero,
youthful death, unrequited love,
parental agony over lost children.
Even the Western was reduced on
TV to romantic domesticity. Matt
Dillon and Ben Cartwright were
thoroughly housebroken.

Ronald Reagan is
neither a brooding and
broken Wilson nor sullen
and spiteful Nixon.
But romanticism had always included the theme of the hero's
quest, the individual will that acts
for us and our ideals and eventually triumphs over adversity. This
theme had long been the stuff of
fantasy novels, comic books, and
even the movies, but television had
difficulty finding the right formulas for such an expansive tale.
Superheroism appears to have
first invaded TV in 1960s kiddie
programming (including one Saturday morning cartoon show entitled
SuperPresident!) . More recently, the
late 1970s, in the wake of the failure of Presidential heroism, spread
heroes such as the Bionic Man and
Woman, The Incredible Hulk, and
Wonder Woman all over the tube
(and Superman and Rocky in the
movie theaters) , all armed with
superhuman qualities and a heroic
quest. But it was with Presidential
heroism that television found a
proper non-fictional forum for the
depiction of the romance of individual power.
This began, I suspect, with the
Presidency of John F. Kennedy
(and was given much impetus with
his romanticization and apotheosis
in the writings of Theodore H.
White). Despite their claims to ob-

jectivity and adversary status, television news programs were recurrently drawn by the themes of
romantic heroism-the fated rise to
power, the magical confluence of
man and times, the definition of
the quest, the emergence of charis~
matic qualities, ordeal and testing,
and finally triumph or tragedy. If
the hero violates or fails the Mandate of Heaven, that is his fault.
But then the hero's quest, the
search for the political Grail, is
taken up by his successor.
Reagan, then, has given television a long-running representation
of romantic heroism. After TV and
other news formats got used to
him, they discovered he had all the
attributes and beliefs of romantic
fiction-physical
prowess
and
stamina, a belief in the quest,
charismatic attraction, and perhaps
most of all, a firm belief in heroism
itself. Reagan is a romantic, who
admits that he is a "sucker for
hero-worship," who extols individual heroes, and who praises us
collectively as heroes.
More, he has a mystical faith in
national destiny, and has offered
himself as the democratic king who
would lead us in a renewed quest.
Even the most cynical of press folk
were subdued before such an assertion of individual will, and eventually the managers of TV news
found it irresistible. With mass support and elite acquiesence, then,
Reagan presided over a government committed to the heroism of
righteous power and the romance
of American mission.
But let us remember Old Nick.
The fallacy of the romantic hero,
he might say, is the belief that his
virtue is such that it will always
triumph over Fortuna because of
the magic of his charisma and the
righteousness of his quest. But
charismatic authority is by definition personal, and it can evaporate
fast if the magic doesn't work.
Reagan's charming attributes-an
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aura of sincerity, conviction, amiability, and luckiness-fit well popular conceptions of the romantic
hero, and, combined with his performance skills, they sustained the
mystery of power. But if Reagan's
strength was his "inspirational" selfembodiment of the country "standing tall" again, his Achilles' heel
was always nagging doubt about his
competence.
Now Machiavelli himself was impressed with the power of charismatic authority (with Borgia, for
example) but he was also impressed that such power alone is
unstable and fleeting. Thus The
Prince flirts with the creativity and
daring of the romantic hero in
politics (as in the famous peroration), but spends much more time
with the mundane realism of
money and manipulation, budgets
and reciprocity, ruling a palace and
getting good advice ("a prince who
is not wise himself cannot be wisely
counseled").
That is not Reagan's strength,
nor is it good television. But, as
Machiavelli insisted, it is essential to
Princedom. His model Prince's
realistic "management style" is definitely "hands-on."
In the age of political television,
we have become accustomed to the
claim that now style is substance,
appearance is reality, and the theatrical approach must be complemented with the realism of
political management, and perhaps
also with the classicism of political
sagacity and serenity.
Reagan is rightly credited, I
think, with being the first President
to really understand the full uses of
television, and he has brought into
the television age new ways of representing the political tradition of
romantic heroism. Such ecstatic
flights of fancy as the Republican
Convention of 1984 and the Statue
of Liberty rededication may strike
some as political idolatry, but these
symbolic exercises need not be seen
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as televised Nurembergs with sinister overtones of political fanaticism
preparing us for an American fascism. If it is the case that after the
turmoils of the Sixties and Seventies the country needed some political stroking and communal self-indulgence for a change, then Reagan has served an important public
function.
One senses, among both press
and public, a certain sense of inevitability about the decline of
Reagan's fortune, but no impulse
yet for the "ritual sacrifice" of an
old king who has outlived his usefulness. And despite the urgings of
hardnosed Machiavellian realists
such as Howard Baker and Jim
Wright, there is no great enthusiasm for abandoning the romantic
dreams of individual and nation
that had seemed cramped by recalcitrant reality for so long.
But Ollie North painfully reminded us that romantic notions of
heroism can have real-world consequences if taken up by a pathological personality. For the next two
years, we may have a political de-

bate couched in terms of the competing tempers of romanticism and
realism, each with something to
offer but with no one emerging as
yet who seems able to combine
them in a post-Reagan world.
If our thesis is correct that television favors the romantic, then we
have not seen the last of romantic
heroes and romantic themes in
American politics. But television
does not completely control the
agenda of politics. Politics exists in
a world of temporal events that
must be responded to. Television
can help a President garner support and can dramatize his response to events, but it does not in
itself solve problems. Only the hard
and gritty business of Machiavellian
realism deals adequately with that.
Perhaps
our
penchant for
romanticism makes us as a people
bad Machiavellians. If the romance
of political television has mesmerized us into believing too much
in heroic illusions, then maybe we
had better turn off the tube for
awhile and ponder the smiling portrait of Niccolo Machiavelli.
~~

About that Different Drummer
It's her shape, to be fair, not her beat
that's the problem. I can the latter outhum,
whistle past hearing much of ta-dum.
But when she crawls in at the feet
and straightens inside me full-length, I'm
pawn on her board for the day
So have to dance solo or crazily sway
when everyone else is still as a dime.
Yet if I resist, I'm bound to walk funny.
Damned if I don't or I do let her form me!

Lois Reiner
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Dear Graduates
Dot Nuechterlein
No one has ever invited me to
give a commencement address, and
chances are terrific no one ever
will. But that hasn't prevented me
from thinking one up, just in case.
You never know-some spring I
could be sitting in an auditorium
when suddenly someone announces
that the main speaker is ill/delayed/
lost/(bombed?) and is there a pinchhit speaker in the house? and I will
be ready. I mean, think of the service to humanity to be able to fill in
on the spot, when everyone is
primed up and just panting to hear
a Memorable Message.
Not that I'm a wise person, but
considering the reams of quotations
and quip~lipped from every
newspaper and magazine I have
ever looked at-piled up in my office and attic (not to mention
under the bed), I certainly have the
raw materials for Good Advice To
Pass On To Graduating Class Of
Whatever Year It Happens To Be.
I haven't yet bothered with introductory remarks , attempts at humor, and the rest of the blah blah
part, because that would depend
on the situation . But the Memorable Message has been identified.
Every mother, of course, gets to
be chock full of MMs, most of
which , sad to say, just aren't up to
auspicious occasions. "Always wash
your hands after using the bathroom and before eating," for example, is a first-class rule for living a
long healthy life. It isn't usable,
though , because while mothers in
the audience might enjoy having
their own advice reaffirmed , the
tassel-headed ones would doubtless
engage in much eyeball rolling.
I have actually made up a couple
of aphorisms all by myself, and . one
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of them, such as "The secret of a
happy life is to be almost content,"
or "Some people are winners even
when they don't win," might be
stretched into a graduation talk.
However, in public it is smart to
make use of others' erudition; if
people agree they think you're
clever for finding such good
quotes, and if they don't you need
not worry about their throwing
hard or squishy objects at you.
Proverbs and folk sayings make
good MMs, since by definition they
have descended through the ages.
There's "Every path has its puddle"
(English); "Trust in God, but tie
your camel" (Persian); "You've got
to do your own growing, no matter
how tall your grandfather was"
(Irish); "Patience is power; with
time and patience the mulberry
leaf becomes silk" (Chinese); "I
cannot hear what you say for the
thunder of what you are" (Zulu);
"Love is weakness, but to be loved
is strength" (French); "It's no disgrace to be poor, but it's no honor
either" (Yiddish); or "Keep both
eyes wide open before marriage,
but one eye closed afterwards"
(Jamaican).
Hmmm, love and marnagemost graduates are young adults,
but main interests like these seldom
occupy commencement speakers.
Have America's youth learned the
distinction Erich Fromm made between immature and mature love?
The first says "I love you because I
need you," and the second says "I
need you because I love you." Important. An Owen Arnold reminded us that in family life,
"Maybe you're right" is nearly as
powerful a statement as "I love
you. " Douglas Jerrold said "Love is
like the measles-all the worse
when it comes late in life," and
Cole Porter in Kiss Me Kate asserted
"In the dark they all look the
same." Surely there's an MM somewhere in there.
Speaking of love, it doesn't hurt

to remember Eric Hoffer's "It is
easier to love humanity as a whole
than to love one's neighbors,"
echoed by Charlie Brown: "I love
mankind-it's people I can't stand."
One might discuss education,
"what survives when what has been
learnt has been forgotten" (B. F.
Skinner), or wisdom, "learning
what to overlook" (William James).
Someone has said: "When pretending to a knowledge you do not
have, you must sound totally sure,"
but Arthur Black amended that
with "When in doubt, mumble."
Then there's "To spend too much
time in studies is sloth" (Francis
Bacon) and "Life is so uncertain,
eat dessert first" (Anon.). And I
love "It ain't bragging if you really
done it" (Dizzy Dean).
Humorists utter great MMs: "Always forgive your enemies; nothing
annoys them so much" (Oscar
Wilde) and "Conscience is the inner
voice that warns us somebody may
be looking" (H. L. Mencken). Who
but W. C. Fields would say "Start
off every day with a smile and get
it over with"? Advice-givers are
good, too: Dear Abby spoke truth
with "Prayer is wonderful, but it's a
very unreliable contraceptive"; and
either she or twin Ann Landers,
asked about foolproof methods, replied "Nothing is foolproof in the
hands of a fool. "
Having sifted through my files,
however, an insight from personal
experience and observation stands
out. Akin to Eleanor Roosevelt's
"No one can make you feel inferior
without your consent," it applies to
everyone, especially women: "ACT
LIKE YOU BELONG." How valuable that can be, in work, family
life, recreational activities, politics,
or the church .
So that's the Memorable Message. In a year or two I should
have the speech roughed out, and
sometime after that I'll be ready to
deliver it. Oh, it's a wonderful feelCl
ing to be prepared.
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